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In an earlier paper [5] we have established a close relationship between

an irreducible representation of a semisimple Lie group on a Banach space

and the corresponding representation of its Lie algebra. The object of the

present paper is to make a deeper study of the representations of the algebra.

We shall show that every irreducible representation of the group (at least in

case it is complex) is infinitesimally equivalent to one constructed in a cer-

tain standard way (Theorem 4). This is the principal result of this paper.

Although the proof is rather long the idea behind it is quite simple and has

been employed before (see [3]). It can be explained as follows. Let 93 be the

universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra g of our group. The finite-

dimensional representations of 93 are very well known and their knowledge

enables us to deduce certain algebraic identities in 93. Since these identities

must be preserved in every representation, they provide us with useful in-

formation about infinite-dimensional representations as well. Roughly speak-

ing one can say that the representations of finite degree are characterised by

a certain set of parameters which take integral values. If we keep to the

same algebraic pattern but give arbitrary complex values to these parameters

we obtain the infinite-dimensional representations.

The results of this paper were obtained in the summer of 1951 and they

have been announced in a short note [4(b) ].

1. Proof of Theorem 1. Let g0 be a semisimple Lie algebra over the field

R oí real numbers. We denote by g its complexification. Define Î, p, f0, and po

as in [5, Part I]. Let c be the center of f and V the derived algebra of f. Then

Ï' is semisimple and f is the direct sum of c and V. Moreover Ï is reductive

in g (see [5, Lemma 3]). Let ß' be the set of all equivalence classes of finite-

dimensional simple representations of f. Let ti'F denote the subset consisting

of all 35' £ß' which occur in the reduction of some finite-dimensional repre-

sentation of g with respect to Ï'. Let 93 be the universal enveloping algebra of

g and H, X' the subalgebras of 93 generated by (1, Ï) and (1, f) respectively.

Our main object at present is to prove the following theorem which provides

the basis for most of our subsequent arguments.

Theorem 1. Let £)' be a maximal left ideal in %' such that the natural repre-

sentation^) of V on 36'/?)' lies in some class in ß/. Let F(g)') be the set of all

maximal left ideals Wl in 93 with the following two properties: (a) SDÎDD';

(b) the space 93/50? is of finite dimension. Then 93£)' = ri3)¡GF,2>'; 3IÎ-
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(') See [5], beginning of §3.
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We first introduce some terminology. Let Cbe the field of complex numbers

and Fa vector space over C. Letyi, • • • , yT be a finite set of independent com-

mutative indeterminates and C[y] the ring of polynomials in (y) with coeffi-

cient in C. Consider the tensor product FX C [y ] which we regard as a two-

sided C[y]-module so that if/, g£C[y] and vEV we have f(vXg) = (vXg)f
= vXfg- We may identify F with a subspace of this tensor product under the

mapping v—*vXl- Then every element in FXC[y] can be written as a sum

of elements of the form vf where vE Fand/£C[y]. We shall often refer to the

elements of FXC[y] as polynomials in (y) with coefficients in F. In accord-

ance with this interpretation we shall write V[y] to denote FXC[y]. The

value of such a polynomial at the point yj = u,; líkjSr (a¡EC), is the element

in F obtained by replacing each y¡ by u¡. If F is an algebra we define multipli-

cation in V[y] according to the rule (»1/1) Kf2) = (z>rz>2) (/1/2) (»1, »26 V; fu ft

EC[y]). This makes V[y] into an algebra.

Now consider the symmetric algebra 5(g) over g. We identify 5(g) with

the algebra of polynomial functions on g as explained in [5]. Moreover if I

is a linear subspace of g the symmetric algebra 5(1) may be regarded as a

subalgebra of 5(g). Let X denote the canonical mapping of 5(g) into 93 which

was defined in [5, §2]. Since g is the direct sum of p, f, and c, it follows from

Lemma 10 of [5] that the mapping if, g, &)—>X(/)X(g)X(A) is a linear iso-

morphism of the tensor product 5(p)X5(f')X5(c) with 93. Put <ß=X(5(p)),

S =X(5(c)). If (w,)ígí, (Xj),£i>, (yk)kc=.i" are bases for TJ5, H', and Ê respectively,

then WiXf/k and x/y* respectively are bases for 93 and Ï. This fact should be

constantly borne in mind during the following discussion.

We know that the simply-connected analytic group G corresponding to

g* = fo + ( — l)1/2Po is compact. Let K and K' be the analytic subgroups of G

corresponding to f0 and í0' = ÍT\to- We can choose a base Y{, • • • , IV for

c0 = cr\fo over R such that exp (hYi + ■ ■ ■ +trY¿)EK' (h, • ■ ■ , trER) if

and only if tj/2«, 1 ̂ j^r, are all integers. Put ^-(-l)1^. Then Yu ■ ■ ■ ,

Yr is a base for c over C. Let M be a linear function on c. We shall say that M

is integral if m¡ = M(Y¡) are all integers a: 0 and in that case we write YM

= Tf Yp • ■ ■ Y^. It is clear that every element ¿>£93 can be written uniquely

in the form b=^wMYM where wmEWZ' and M runs over all integral func-

tions. Let yi, ■ • • , yr be r independent commuting indeterminates. Put

yM — ymi . . . y™, where in j = M'(r j) and M is integral. Then if we put avib)

= ^2m wMyM, the mapping ay is a linear isomorphism of 93 with tyX' [y]. If ju

is a linear function on c we shall denote by a„ib) the value of the polynomial

avib) at the point yj=niYj), 1 ̂ j^r.

Now we come to the proof of Theorem 1 which would consist of three

stages.

First reduction. Let bo be an element in 93 which is not in 93§)'. Then we

have to find an ÜTJÍ£EF(§)') such that boE^i- We can write b0 in the form

bo= X)jtf wmYm ÍwmE^Ü').  Since £>o(£93§)', the elements wM cannot all lie
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in 5ßg)'. Hence av(b0) = ^2 m wMyME'!^W[y]- Let wx, ■ ■ ■ , w¡ be a maximal

set of elements among wm which are linearly independent mod 5J3?)'. Then

«!/(&<>)= XXi Wifi(y) mod $g)'[y] where fi(y)EC[y] and not all ft(y) are
zero. So let us assume fi(y)y£0. Then we can find an integral linear function p.

on c such that f 1(11)9^0 (fi(p) is the value of the polynomial/i(y) at yj = p(Y¡),

Ifj&r). Put g) = 3ED'+â-i xÇTj-ß(Yj)). Then g) is a left ¡deal in £. It
would be sufficient to find a maximal left ideal ÜTJ? in 93 such that ¿>o6E$D?,

«DO 2), and dim 93/S)?<°°. First of all we claim that è0<$93g). For since

TjmpiTj) mod g) (láj'ár), b0=aß(b0) mod ©g). Therefore if Z>oG93g), a¿b0)

Em^W- But 93g) = <ßg) and therefore <ßg)f^*' = <ß(g)n*') = W- (In
order to prove these statements we have to make use of our earlier remarks

about bases.) Hence afL(bo)E($W- But aßib0)= XX1 /;(m)w« mod Tßg)' and

Wi (l^i'^s) are linearly independent mod $g)' and /i(ju)5¿0. Therefore

a„(&o)€EW and we get a contradiction. This shows that ¿>o€E93g). Moreover

since g)' = X'ng) and r-píT) mod g) (TGc) we may identify ï/g) and ï'/g)'

in a natural way. Let p be the natural representation of Í on ï/g). Then p

coincides on f with its natural representation p' on £'/g)'. Since the equiva-

lence class of p' lies in ß/ it is clear that p' can be extended to a representa-

tion of K' on X'/g)'. Hence if we bear in mind the fact that the linear func-

tion ¡x is integral, we see easily that p can also be extended to a representation

of K on ï/g). Now K is a closed(2) subgroup of the compact group G and

therefore every finite-dimensional simple representation of K occurs in the

reduction of some representation of G of the same type. This shows that the

class 35 of p occurs in the reduction of some finite-dimensional representation

of g. Hence it is sufficient to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let g) be a maximal left ideal in ï such that the natural representa-

tion of t on X/%) is finite-dimensional and its equivalence class occurs in the re-

duction of some finite-dimensional representation of a with respect to f. Then

93g)=     fi     SDÎ

where F(g)) is the set of all left ideals 'OR in 93 containing g) for which dim 93/ÜD?
<°o.

The second step. We shall first prove this lemma in the special case when

g) = ïf. Let 2 denote the set of all finite-dimensional simple representations

ir of g such that the zero representation of f occurs in tt. Let ttT denote the

kernel of ir in g.

(2) This is seen as follows. We know that to is the subalgebra of gt which consists of all

points which are left fixed by an automorphism of gjt of order two. K is therefore the com-

ponent of identity of the subgroup of G consisting of the fixed points of the corresponding auto-

morphism of G. Hence K is closed.
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Lemma 2. C]T^snTCt-

Consider the compact groups G and K defined above and let F be the factor

space G/K consisting of all cosets of the form xK (xEG). Then G operates

on F in the usual fashion. Let C( V) be the space of all continuous functions

on F. For any fEC(V) and xEG define p(x)f as the function v^>f(x~1v) (vE V)

on F. Then the mapping p: x—>p(x) is a representation of G on C(V). LetCo(F)

be the set of those elements fEC(V) whose transforms p(x)f (xEG) span a

finite-dimensional subspace. Then it is well known that every continuous

function on F is the uniform limit of functions in Co(V). Let us denote by

Vo the coset K regarded as a point of F. Then if xEK, xr^o^Vo- Hence we

can find a continuous function/on F such that f(x_1vo) ^f(vo). Since/can be

approximated uniformly by elements in C0( F) we may assume that / lies in

Co(V). Let U be the linear space spanned by p(y)f (yEG) and let pu be the

representation of G induced on U. Then pu is a finite-dimensional continuous

representation of G and since p(x)f¿¿f, x does not lie in the kernel of pu- G

being compact, pu is fully reducible and so we can find a simple component

o~x of pu such that x is not in the kernel of or,. On the other hand it follows

from the Frobenius reciprocity relation (see Weil [7, p. 83]) that the trivial

representation of K occurs in ax. Now let XE&k, XE^o- Then we can find a

real number / such that exp t XEK- Consider the representation ax cor-

responding to x = exp / X. Then if ir is the representation of g* (and therefore

of g) corresponding to ax it is clear that 7r£2 and XEv*. This shows nHg/t

Cfo where n = n»es nT. Let n be the conjugation of g with respect to g& so

that 77(Z+(-l)1/2F)=X-(-l)1/2F (X, FGg*)- Let 2„ be the set of all

matrix representations in 2. Then it is clear that rt= n»-gs0 nT. Now cor-

responding to any 7r£20 define a representation a- by the rule t(X) = ir(-n(X))

(XE&) where T(r¡(X)) is the complex-conjugate of the matrix ir(ri(X)). It is

obvious that tE^o, and ni = ?;(nT) and therefore 77(n)=rt. Hence if XEn,

X+t)(X) and (-iyi2(X-V(X)) are both in nP\gACfo. Therefore XEÎ and

this proves the lemma.

Now let 21 be the intersection of all left ideals in F(Xt). We have to prove

that 21 = 93f. First we shall show that 2IHg = f. Since 21 Df it is enough to prove

that 2lP>p = {0}. In order to do this we make use of an argument due to

E. Cartan [l]. Let pi = 2tHp and let p2 be the set of all F£p such that B(X, Y)

= sp(ad X ad Y) =0 for all XGpi- Since the bilinear form B is nondegenerate

on g and since f and p are orthogonal under B it follows that B is nonde-

generate on p and therefore p = pi+p2, pinp2={o}. Let XEpi, YEpi, and

ZEt Then B([X, Y], Z) = -B(Y, [X, Z]). Since 21 is a left ideal containing

f and [f, p]Cp it is clear that [f, pi]Cpi- Hence [X, Z]£pi and therefore

B(Y, [X, Z])=0. This means that B([X, Y], Z)=0 for all ZEt On the
other hand [X, F]£[p, p]Cf and since B is nondegenerate on Î it follows

that  [X,  Y]=0. Hence  [pi, p2]={0J. Moreover  [f, pi]Cpi and therefore
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[f> p2]Cp2- Let I be the centraliser of p2 in f. Then we claim that pi+I is an

ideal in g. Since [pi+I, p2]= {o} it follows that

[pi + I. p] = [pi + I. Pi] = [pi, Pi] + ft Pi]-

But [pi, pi]Cf and [p2, [pi, pi]]={0}. Hence [pi, pi]CI. Furthermore we

know that [f, pi]Cpi- Therefore

[pi + 1, p] C I + pi.

On the other hand since [f, p2]Cp2 it is obvious that [f, l]Cl- Hence

[pi+I, f]Cpi+I- This proves that pi+I is an ideal in g and it is clear that

20pi+I.
Now suppose pi t^ {0} and let X¿¿0 be an element in pi. Then from Lemma

2 we can find a finite-dimensional simple representation tt of g such that

w(X)^Q and the zero representation of f occurs in ir. Choose a vector xj/^O

in the representation space such that ir(Z)\{/ = 0 for all ZEt- We extend ir to

a representation of 93 and consider the set 9JJ of all elements &G93 such that

ir(b)^ = 0. Then it is obvious that aftGF(ïf) and therefore 5D020pi+I.

Since ir is irreducible and pi+I is an ideal in g and since 7r(pi-fT)^'C?r(5ft)i/'

= {0}, it follows that ir(F)=0 for all YE Pi+1. Therefore in particular tt(X)

= 0. Since this contradicts our choice of tt, p! = {0}.

Let p' be the linear subspace of 93 spanned by the set (p, 1). We claim that

p'n2l= {0}. For suppose c+ FG21 (cEC, FGp). Then it follows from the

above result that if Fp^O we can find an irreducible representation it of g on

a finite-dimensional space F and a vector \¡/¿¿0 in F such that ir(X)if/ = 0 for

all XEt and ir(Y)\[/¿¿0. Consider the representation ir2 of g (and therefore

of 93) induced on FX V. Let ST/?* and <$flT} respectively be the set of those ele-

ments ¿G93 for which ir(b)\{/ = 0 and fl"2(6)(^XiA) =0- Then it is obvious that

äft* and m,t are both in F(ïf) and therefore 2IC3«Tr\50cT2. Now let Y' = c+ Y.

Then

0 = x2(F')(^ X 1>) - 7r(F'W Xt + tX x(F'W - c(* X *)

= - d* X t)

since F'G2I. Hence c = 0 and therefore FG2inp={o}. This proves that

21 Ap' = {0}. Since dim p' is finite it follows that we can find a finite set

3fti, • • • , 3ft, of left ideals in F(lf) such that äftiH • • • n3ft/>' = {o}.
Put äfto = 9ftin • • • naft,. Then MoDXt and dim 93/afto ̂  ]£,*_, dim 93/Sft;
<oo. Hence W0EF(lt).

We are now in a position to prove Lemma 1 in the case g) = 3£f. Choose a

base Yi, ■ ■ • , Yp for p and let Q be any monomial in 5(p) constructed from

the elements of this base. Then the elements X(Ç) taken together for all Q

form a base for ty. Since 93 ='iß* it follows that 93 = «ß+93f. Now let b0 be an

element of 93 which is not in 93f. Then b0 = w mod 93Î where wG^P and w^O.

Since w is a linear combination of \(Q) it could be written in the form
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w =  Z       Z    aw-^Y^Yi, • ■ • Yir   (y* -*-eo

where the a's are symmetric, i.e. a'iV"V = a'W""*'V for any permutation

(jii " " " > Jr) °f (li 2, • • • , r). We choose M in such a way that some

aht2- • -íu^q. Let b—>b* denote the natural mapping and w the natural represen-

tation of 93 on 93/afto = 93*. We know that äftoDf and dim 93*< ». Let 93&
denote the Kronecker product of 93* with itself M times. Since 3fto^p'= {o}

it follows that 1*, Y*, • ■ ■ , Y* are linearly independent in 93*. Choose a

base zf, Qgjgh, for 93* such that z*=l* and *?• F?, igi£p, and let
EM be the subspace of SßM spanned by elements of the form z*Xz*X • • •

XzfM (O^i'i, • • • , »if¿h) where ir = 0 for at least one r (l^r^M). Let

■km denote the representation of g (and therefore of 93) induced on the

Kronecker product 93^. Then it is easy to verify (see [2, p. 904]) that

tm(w)(1* X 1* X • • • X 1*)

m Ml       Z        aiA' ■ -iM(Yt X ■ ■ ■ X Y*u) mod EM.
lál'i,- ■ -,iu¿p

Since z*/Xz%X • • ■ Xz*M (O^j'i, •• -, JMÛh) is a base for 93m, the elements

Y^XY^X ■ ■ ■ XY?M (1 g¡ii, ■ • ■ , ÍmÚP) are linearly independent mod EM.

Since some aili'"'ii9£0 it follows that the right-hand side is not congruent

to zero mod EM and therefore irM(w) (1*X1*X • • • XI*) ^0. On the other

hand since äftoDf it is clear that tm(X) (1*X1*X • • ■ XI*) =0 for all

XElTherefore*■*(&„) (1*X1*X ■ ■ • XI*)=ttm(w) (1*X • ■ -Xl^^O. Let
mM be the set of all elements ¿G93 such that irMib) (1*X • ■ ■ XI*) =0.

Then hE^M and WlMEF(x~t) since dim Sö/WmÚdim 93m < °°- This shows
that &oG2t and therefore we conclude that 2I = 93f.

The final step. Now we come to the general case of Lemma 1. We recall

that 'iß is the image of 5(p) under X. First we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let Wi, ■ ■ ■ , wr be a finite set of elements in ty which are linearly

independent. Then there exists a left ideal 3ftGF(ïf) such that Wi, ■ ■ ■ , wr

are linearly independent modulo 3ft.

Let W be the space spanned by Wi, • • • , wT. Then TFP»93fC'í3'^93í

= 'ißni!ß3£f. Since X is a linear isomorphism of 5(p)X5(f) onto 93 it follows

that $n$H = {0} and therefore TFH93f = {o}. Since dim W< °o it follows

from what we have proved above that we can find a finite set of elements

afti, • • •, aft, in F(ni) such that iFnafti^ • • ■ naft,= {o}. Put aft=afti
C\ • • • Haft,. Then aOf and dim 93/3ftg Zis»s» dim 93/aft<< » and there-
fore aftGF(ïf). Since aftAIF= {o} our assertion is proved.

Let 35o be the (equivalence) class of the natural representation of f on

X/g) in Lemma 1. Then we can find an irreducible representation a of g (and

therefore of 93) on a finite-dimensional space Fand a vector ip9¿0 in F such
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that <x(W)^= {O}. Let 93i be the set of all elements &G93 such that <r(b)ip = 0.

Then 930g) and we may regard a as the natural representation of 93 on 93/93i.

Let a be an element in 93 which is not in 93g) = $g). Since X(<2) form a

base for % we can write a in the form a= Zq M(?)*q where xqEX and not

all Xq are in g). Let | Q\ denote the degree of the monomial Q and let M be

the highest integer for which there exists a monomial Ç0 with degree M such

that xo„Gg)- From Lemma 3 there exists a left ideal 93GF(£f) such that the

elements \(Q) (\Q\ íkM) are linearly independent mod 93. Let 6—>¿>* denote

the natural mapping and tr the natural representation of 93 on 93* = 93/93.

Similarly let ¿>—>5 denote the natural mapping of 93 on 93 = 93/93i. Consider the

representation v of g induced on 93*X93- Then it is obvious that (see [5, Lem-

ma 13])

v(a)(l* X Ï) =    Z (KQ))* X xQ +  Z (X(Q))* X bQ     (bQ E 93).
101-itf l<2l<Af

Since (\(Q))* (¡O] ÚM) are linearly independent and since not all xq

(\Q\ =M) are zero it follows that p(a)il*XÏ)^0. Let äft be the set of all

ÖG93 for which v(b)(l*Xl) =0. Since tt(X)1* = 0 (XEÎ) it follows that
aftDg). Moreover dim 93/3ftádim (93*X33)<°° and therefore 3ftGF(g)).
Since aGaft, Lemma 1 and therefore Theorem 1 is proved.

2. Proof of Theorem 2. Let 21 be an associative algebra with 1 and let

3fti, 3ft2 be two left ideals in 21. Let 7Ti, tt2 be the natural representations of 21

on 2l/äfti and 2i/3ft2 respectively. We shall say that 9fti, 3ft2 are equivalent if

there exists a linear isomorphism a oí 2I/afti onto 2I/aft2 such that iri(a)a

= avi(a) (aG2I).
Let G be the centraliser of f in 93 and S the center of 93. If x^O is a homo-

morphism of 3 into C we denote by Sx the kernel of x in £. Similarly for any

35oGß we denote by 3cj)0 the kernel (in ï) of any representation of ï which

lies in 35o-

Theorem 2. Let Af(35o, x) be the set of all maximal left ideals in 93 which

contain 3Î:d0+,oV Then for any aftG-^f(35o, x). aftn(QX) is a maximal left

ideal in Qï. Two elements 3fti, 3ft2 in M(35o, x) are equivalent in 93 if and only

if aftiPtQï and 3ft2nOï are equivalent in £H.

First we shall prove the following simple lemma.

Lemma 4. Let it be a quasi semisimple representation of H on a space V.

Suppose 35i, • ■ • , 35w are all the distinct classes in ß which occur in ir and let

Vt>- be the set of those elements in V which transform under ir according to 35¡.

Then there exist elements ei, • • • , e¡t in 3£ such that ir(ei)\p=\p or 0 according as

ÏE Vs>t or IE F%, j^i (1 úi^N).

Let Try be the representation of H induced on F®;. (l^j^N) and let

3cy be the kernel of tt,- in 3Ê. Since the class 3)3- is irreducible, aï,- is a maximal

two-sided ideal in 3- and yi^'Ulj if »V/. Put 3c=nf,. 1%-. Then 5ft is the kernel
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oí w and since 35i, • • • , 35iv are all the distinct classes which occur in ir it is

clear that 3ci, • • • , 3civ are the only maximal ideals in 3£ which contain 3c.

It is obvious that the algebra H* = Ï/3Î is finite-dimensional and semisimple

and g)j* = 3cy/3c, l^j^N, are all the distinct maximal ideals in 36*. Let ïy*

be the ideal complementary to g)/*. Then it follows that &*, • • • , 3$ is a

complete set of distinct minimal ideals in 36*. Now since 3c is the kernel of it,

we may regard tt as a faithful representation of H* on F. Since §)/*;£/= {0} it

follows that 7r(3ci)7r(ïi*)F= {0} and therefore tt(ï*) FC F©,.. Moreover

F = 7t(3ê*) V= Zí^-i ""(ïj*) F. Since the sum Z; F®. is direct we conclude that

Tf(Hf) V— Fe;.. Let e¡* denote the unit element of the simple algebra ï/.

Then e*e* = 0 if t'j^j. Select an element e^Gï such that its residue class

mod 3c is ßj*. Then 7r(e,)F=7r(ej*) F= F©;.. Therefore if ^EVt¡¡, $ = Tr(ej)<f>

(4>EV). Hence ir(ei)4' = 7r(e¡*e*)cS = oi¡Tr(e*)4> = h,i$. This proves the lemma.

Now we return to Theorem 2. Put M = M(350, x) and 3Î = 3c®0 for brevity.

Let b—>b* denote the natural mapping and ir the natural representation of 93

on 93* = 93/(933c+93,3x). Let A be the set of all aG93 such that 3caC933c
+93,3X. Then A is a subalgebra of 93 and ¿DQ3Ê+933c+93,3x. Let 93£ de-
note the set of all elements £>*G93* which transform under 7r(f) according to

3) (35Gß). Then it is obvious that 93|0=^*=¿/933c-f-93,3x.
Let 3ft G M. Denote by f>—>5 the natural mapping and by f the natural

representation of 93 on 93 = 93/3ft. Since aftD933c+933x we may identify 93
with 93*/3ft* in a natural way (3tt* = 3ft/933c+s8i3x)- Let b*->b* denote the

natural mapping of 93* on 93 = 93*/aft*. Then if 93sd is the set of all elements

in 93 which transform under 7f(f) according to 35 (3)Gß), it is obvious that

93sd = 93s*- Hence 93®0 = -<4* = ^L We shall now show that A is irreducible under

iv(A). Let a0, ai be two elements in A such that áo^O. Since 3ft is maximal,

93 is irreducible under if(93) and therefore there exists an element £>oG93

such that Tt(bo)ä0 = äi. Since 93*= Zîen^liand dim 93® < » (see Theorem 1

of [5]), it follows that there exists a finite number of distinct elements

35i, • • • , 35jvGß (35^3)0, l£j£N) such that ir(ft0)SsDsC Zos/sar 93|r
From Lemma 4 we can find an element eGï such that ir(e)a* = a* or 0 ac-

cording as a*G93|,0 or a*G93|,;, 1 fj ^ N. Then if we put b = eb0, Tr(b)®%0C®&0

and t(b)äo = ir(e)ai = äi. Since ir(&)93í)0C93|)0, bEA and hence äiEn(A)äo.

This shows that A is irreducible under ñ(A). Since lG3ft, Wi^A^A and

therefore Af^'SR is maximal in A.

Let MA be the set of all maximal ideals in A which contain 933c+933x-

We have just seen that if SSIEM then WC\AEMA. We shall now show that

the mapping 3ft—->3ftn^4 (WEM) is a 1-1 mapping of M onto Ma. (This is

actually more than we need for Theorem 2.) Let 3ft and 3ft' be two distinct

elements in M. Since they are both maximal, 3ft+3ft' = 93 and therefore we

can select &G3ft and b'EW such that b+b' = l. Choose a finite set of dis-

tinct classes 35i, • • • , 3V in ß (350^35,-, í£j£Ñ) such that 7r(i)S3|0 and

7r(ô')93|) are both contained in Zi-o $3|>•• In accordance with Lemma 4 we
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can pick an element eGX such that ^(6)93*^.= {O}, 1 £j£N, and ir(e)a*=a*

if a*G93|,0. Then if a = eb and a'= eb', a*+'(a')* =ir(«)l* = 1* since 1*G93£0.

It is clear that aEWi\A and a'EWC\A. Since 3ftPi3ft'Pi^D93ac+93âx ¡t
follows that Wir\A+Wr\A=A and therefore WirXA^WiXA.. Now let B
be any element in MA- Put 3fto = 935. We claim afto?i93. For otherwise

93*=7t(93)5* where B* is the image of B in 93*. Hence 1*= Zi-i *-(&<)«<*

(&¿G93, u¡*EB*). Again we may choose a finite set of classes 35i, • • • , 35jv

in ß (35^3)0, IgjSN) such that ir^S^C Zosjs* «o, (lá*3£r). Now
select eG3£ such that 7r(e)93í,;.= {o}, lg.ja.iV, and wie)a* = a* if a*G93j0.

Then

i* = ir(e)i* = z^&,)«*.
1=1

Put ebi = ai and let m¿ be an element in B such that its image in B* is u*.

Then since fl"(a,)93j)ûC93!)0, a¿EA, and therefore Zi-i aniiEB. On the other

hand

1* = ( Z «<*)*

and i0933c+93,3x. Therefore B=A and we get a contradiction with the fact

that BEMa- Hence afto?i93 and therefore by Zorn's lemma we can find a

maximal left ideal 3ft in 93 which contains 3ft0. Then 3ft G M and W.C\A is a

maximal left ideal in A containing B. Since B is maximal, Wr\A =B. This

proves that the mapping 3ft—>W.r\A (WEM) is a 1-1 mapping of M onto

Ma-
Now suppose 3fti, 3ft2 are two elements in M. Put Bi = W.iC^A (i=l, 2).

We shall prove that 3fti and 3ft2 are equivalent in 93 if and only if B\, Bi are

equivalent in A. Suppose 3fti and 3ft2 are equivalent. Then we can pick an

element ô0G93 such that &¿>0G3ft2 (Z>G93) if and only if ¿>G3fti. Choose
35i, • • • , 35*Gß (35y5¿35o, l^j^N) such that (/>„)*G TfiäiS* $£,• and let e
be an element in ï such that 7r(e-l)93|,0= {o} and 7r(e)93E)= {o} (1 ^j^N).

Then if we put a = eb0, aEA. Moreover it is clear that 1—eG3cC3fti and

therefore b0-a = (1 -e)¿>0G3ft2. Therefore ¿>aG3ft2 (Z>G93) if and only if ¿>G3fti.
Hence baEBi (bEA) if and only if bEBi. This proves that Bi and Bi are

equivalent in A. Conversely let Bi, B2 be two elements in Ma which are

equivalent in A. Then we can select an aG^4 such that baEBi (bEA) if and

only if bEBi. It is obvious that aEBi. Let Sfti, Wi be the left ideals in M
such that Bi = Wi(^A (t = l, 2) and let 2ft/. be the set of all elements b in 93 for

which &aG3ft2. Since 3ft2 is maximal the natural representation of 93 on 93/3ft2

is irreducible and therefore since a G 3ft 2 it is clear that 3ft/ is a maximal left

ideal equivalent to 3ft2. Moreover since aEA, a*G93|>0 and therefore 3ft/

D933c+933x. Hence 3ft/ EM and Wir\A~Z)Bi. Since Bi is maximal in A,
Bi = WíP\A and therefore 3ft/ =3fti in view of the result above. Hence Sfti
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and 3ft2 are equivalent and our assertion is proved.

Now let 2I = 03e. Then ¿2>2l. We shall prove that if 2ft G M, 2ftn2í is
maximal in 21. Let a—><z be the natural mapping and v the natural representa-

tion of A on A/WC^A. We know that dim A ^dim 23j)0< °° and v is irreduci-

ble. In order to prove that aftf^2t ¡s maximal in 21 it is sufficient to prove that

A is irreducible under p(2I). Since 20Ï and A is semisimple under v(x~) it

would be enough to show that if U and F are any two subspaces of 2Í which

are stable and simple under v(H), then FC»'(2l)t7. It is obvious that the

representations of 3E induced on F and U lie in 3)o- Hence there exists a linear

isomorphism a of U with F such that v(z)a = av(z) (zE%)- Since v(A) is ir-

reducible it follows from Burnside's Theorem that we can find an element

aEA such that v(a)u=au for all uEU. Then v(za)u =v(z)au = ap(z)u = viaz)u

iuEU, zEÏ)- For any XEÎ let p(X) denote the mapping b-*[X, b] (bEA)

of A into itself. It is obvious that p is a quasi semisimple representation of f

(and therefore of 36) on A. Let B be the set of all bEA such that v(b)u = Q for

all uEU. Then p(X)aEB (XEÎ) and it is obvious that B is a left ideal in A

and Bx"EB. Hence B is stable under p(36) and therefore p(HÍ)a = p(íH)aEB.

Put W=p(X)a. Then >&H\W is the set of all elements wEW such that

p(X)w = 0 (XEt). Hence, from Lemma 7 of [5], W= QP\TF+p(f)TF. In

particular a = q mod (p(f)JF) where qEO-i^W. Since p(t)WEB, v(a)u = v(q)u

for all uEU. Hence V=v(a)U = v(q) UEvity) U and our assertion is proved.

Remark. We note for later use the fact that A = i>(2I)l which follows from

the irreducibility of A under p(2I). If 21 is the image of 21 in 93 = 93/3ft under

the natural mapping of 93 on 93, then 2l = 93si(1 = .4.

Let 3ft' be another ideal in M and let v' denote the natural representation

of A on A/WC\A. If 2ft and W are equivalent in 93, the representations

v and v' of A are equivalent. Therefore the representations of 21 defined by

v and v' are also equivalent and this proves that 3ftP\2I and 3ft'P\2I are equiva-

lent in 21. Conversely suppose 312^21 and aft'P\2I are equivalent in 21. Then

sov(q) =sov'(q) for all gG2I. Let a be any element in A. Define W = piH)a as

above. Then W= WfMCt+p (î) W and thereforea = g mod p (f) W where q GO.

Now spivi[X, b])) =spiviXb-bX)) =0 (ATGf, bEA). Hence sp»(o)=spy(g).

Similarly sp¡>'(a) =spv'iq). Therefore spp(a) =spi''(a) for all aG-4 and then

it follows immediately from the theory of semisimple representations of an

associative algebra (see Appendix, Lemma 16) that v and v' are equivalent.

Hence WC\A and Wl~\A are equivalent in A. In view of the result proved

above this implies that 3ft and 3ft' are equivalent in 93. Hence Theorem 2 is

established.

We have established above a 1-1 equivalence-preserving correspondence

between elements of M and the maximal left ideals in A* =^4/933c+93,3x-

(We observe that 932c+93,3x is a two-sided ideal in A and therefore A* is an

algebra.) Since dim A*< °o, A* has only a finite number of inequivalent ir-

reducible representations. Therefore we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 1. ili"(35o, x) contains only a finite number of inequivalent left

ideals.

This is the generalisation of a result which has been proved in an earlier

paper (Theorem 4 of [3]).

Let us call a representation it of 93 on F quasisimple if it maps every

element of 3 into a scalar multiple of the unit operator and if the representa-

tion X—->7r(AT) iXEt) is quasi semisimple (see [5, §2]). We denote by Fj>

(35 Gß) the set of those elements of F which transform under x(f) according

to 35.

Corollary 2. Let wi, iri be two quasisimple irreducible representations of 93

on the vector spaces Vi, F2 respectively. Choose a class 35,Gß which occurs in tt,-

and let Vi denote the representation of 21 = Q36 on F^. induced under tt, (î- = 1, 2).

Then V\, j>2 are both irreducible. Moreover, if they are equivalent the same holds for

7Tl, 7T2.

Let x< be the homomorphism of S into C such that 7r,(z —x«(z)) =0

(zES)- We have seen above that dim FiSDi< » and Vi is irreducible. Now if

vi, Vt are equivalent, Xi = X2 and 35i = 352. Therefore Theorem 2 is applicable

and we conclude that ti is equivalent to 7r2.

3. Some auxiliary results. In this section we obtain two results whose full

significance will appear in a subsequent paper. We keep to the above nota-

tion.

Theorem 3. Let 3ft be a left ideal in Af(350, x) and "" the natural representa-

tion of 93 on 93* = 93/3ft. For any 35 Gß let 93f) denote the set of elements in 93*
which transform under 7r(36) according to 35. Then there exists an integer N such

that
*

dim 93s ^ A^¿(35)2 (35 G ß)

where ¿(35) is the degree of any representation in 35.

The proof of this theorem is based on an unpublished result of Chevalley.

Consider the symmetric algebra 5(p) over p. For any XEt define a derivation

dx of 5(p) by the rule dxY= [X, Y] (FGp). Let 3 be the set of those /G5(p)
for which dxf=0 for all XEÎ- Yet a be a simple representation of f on a space

U of dimension d. Consider the Kronecker product 5(p)Xc/. Let 5m(p) de-

note the set of homogeneous elements in 5(p) of degree m. We shall say that

an element in 5(p) X U is homogeneous of degree m if it lies in 5,„(p) X U. We

turn 5(p)Xc/ into an 5(p)-module by defining f(gXu) =fgXu if, gG5(p),
uEU). Let v be the representation of f on 5(p)Xc7 defined as follows:

v(X)(f X u) = idxf) Xu + fX o-(X)u iXElfE Sip), u E U).

An element eG5(p)XC7 is called an invariant if p(AT)e = 0 for all XEt- Let
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3Î be the set of all invariants. Then it is obvious that 9t is a module over 3.

Chevalley's Theorem. We can choose 2d homogeneous elements e\, e2, ■ ■ -,

eid in 5ft such that dt = Zi=iS2d 3e<-

Corollary. The above result holds also if <r instead of being simple is semi-

simple.

Let U= Ziá*á« Uk where each Uk is stable and simple under a and the

sum is direct. Then 9Î= Zi=*=* 9?* where 9îfc = 9în(5(p)X£4). If we apply

the above theorem to each 9t¿ we get the result.

We shall now make use of Chevalley's theorem to prove Theorem 3.

Our method is the same as that used in §2 of [5]. Let 5(g) be the symmetric

algebra over g. For any XE& define a derivation Dx of 5(g) by the rule

DXY=[X, Y] (FGg). Let J be the set of FG5(g) for which DxF = 0
for all XGg. For any FEJ we denote by F9 the restriction of F on p (see [5,

end of §2]). Let J^ be the image of / under this mapping. Then we know

from [5, §3] that 3 is a finite /^-module and therefore we may select a finite

set of homogeneous elements Wß, 1 ̂ ß^a, in 3 such that 3= Ziásá» JxWb-

Since 3ftG-M"(35o, x) it is clear that 93Í,05¿ {o}. Choose an element ^oG93|,0

(t/'o^O) such that i/ = 7r(36)i/'o is irreducible under 7r(36). Let \p,, 1 ̂ ¡i^d0, be a

base for U. Let 35 be any class in ß. Put ¿ = ¿(35) and choose a representation

o of f on a vector space V of dimension d such that a is dual (or contragredi-

ent) to any representation in 35. We consider the space 5(p) X UX V and the

set 9Î of all invariants in it. Then in view of the above corollary we can find

2dd0 homogeneous elements e¿ (1 5= k á 2dd0) in 9Î such that

SR =      Z     Qe'k =      Z Z   J^ßßk.
l^käldd,, l¿kéldd0      lSßac

Put N=2ado and the elements 03ßek' (1:2/3 Sa a, l^kt=2dd0) in a sequence

eß (1 t^ßfsNd). Then e^are homogeneous elements in 9îand 9î = ZiáPá^ Jtfß-

Let Vj, 1 íí j ^ d, he a base for F and let

«í =     Z    eßJ Xvj (1 g ß £ MO

where e/s,,-G5(p)Xc7. Let X denote the canonical mapping of 5(g) into 93

(see [5, §2]). We define a linear mapping Y of 5(p)X£7 into 93* as follows:

T(/ X «) = tt(X(/))m (/ G 5(p), « G t/).

We intend to show that the Nd2 elements r(e<j,,-) il^ßeNd, l^jûd) span

93|). Since A7' is independent of 35 this would prove Theorem 3.

First of all we claim that r(e^,y)G93|). Let v be the representation of f

on 5(p) X U defined as follows:

viX)if X u) = idxf) Xu +fX tt(à>      (/ G 5(p), uE U,X Et).
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Since Xdxf) = [X, X(/)] (see Lemma 11 of [5]) it follows that IX-WX«))
= ir(X)Y(fXu). Now consider the element eß in 5(p)XZ7XF. If eß^0

the representation of f induced under v on the space Wß spanned by eßi]-

(1 ^j^d) is clearly contragredient to a. On the other hand if eß = 0, Wß= {o}

and therefore in either case T(Wß)E^l- Hence Y(eß,j)E%$>, l^ßuNd,

1 ájá¿. Now put 93* = r(5m(p) XU) (m^O). Since 93 = W where Ç =X(5(p)),
it is obvious that 93*=7r($)£/ = r(5(p)X(7). Hence 93*= £„È0 «*. More-

over since 5m(p)Xi7 is stable under v(t) the same holds for 93* under 7r(I).

Also we know that the natural representation of f on 93* is quasi semisimple

(see Theorem 1 of [5]) and so it follows (see Lemma 6 of [5]) that 93*

= Zs'ea »*,n93£, Therefore

£ 93Î,. = 93* = Z »1 = Z   Z »» H 93b- =   Z   Z »I H 93*>.
î>'Sn mèO mäO   S/G« 2>'£¡2  mêO

Since the sum on the left-hand side is direct we conclude that

93©= E(»In»£).

Hence if A = Zfl.i Cr(e,s,y) it would be sufficient to prove that

93™ H 93s C¿ (m^O).

Put 93*! = {0}. Then the above statement is true for m = — 1. Hence we may

use induction on m and assume that m^O. Let z* be an element in 93*i<^93f>

We have to show that z*EA. The representation of 36 induced on the space

7t(36)z* is semisimple. Hence it would be enough to prove that if W is any

simple subspace of 7r(36)z* then WEA. It is obvious that the representation of

f induced on W lies in 35. Hence we can choose a base w*, • • • , w* for W

such that

SiX) (   Z   w*X v) = 0 (X E f)
\lSjid /

where £ is the representation of f induced on the Kronecker product WX V.

Since íFC93mP\93|) and since 5m(p)XÍ7 is stable and semisimple under

f(36), it is easily seen that we can select elements WjESm(p)XU such that

Y(Wj) =wf and the space spanned by w¡, i^júd, is invariant and irreducible

under v(H). Then it is obvious that ZiS/S«) wiXvj belongs to 5ft and therefore

E ») X «,- =    Z   fßtß ifßEJp).
i leßaNd

Since Wj*¿¿0 not all eß can be zero. Suppose e^O for 1 ̂ ß^ß0 and eß = Q for

ßo<ß^Nd (l^ßo^Nd). Let 5ß be the degree of eß (l^ß^ßo). It is clear that

the homogeneous components of any element in Jf, or J also belong to J$ or
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J respectively. Hence we may assume that/3 is either zero or homogeneous of

degree m — hß. We may assume that fßy^O if I^j3^i3i and/^ = 0 if ft^^ßo

(l^ßiajSo). Choose an element FaEJ such that fß = (Fß)x,. Clearly we may

assume that Fß is homogeneous of degree mß = m — Sß (l ^ß^ßi). But then

Fß—fßE Z»»0>eÊo 5„(p)5(f) where 5(f) is the symmetric algebra over f.

Now put

»r-     Z    ir(HFß))T(eß.s).

Since FßEJ, X(Fa)G„8 (see the corollary to Lemma 11 of [5]) and therefore

»r-     Z    x(MFß))T(eßj) E A.

Hence w* — w*'G93f> Moreover

wf - wf =     Z    {TifßCf.i) - Ti\(Fß))T(eß.J)},
lÉiSáfS,

nißeß,,) - T(\(Fß))T(eßlj)

= {Y(fßeßJ - ir(\(fß))T(eßJ)} - ir(\(Fß - fß))T(eßJ).

Since TWßGZm^So 5„(p)5(f) (iáfóA) and Y(eßll)E% it follows that

t(X(F3 - fß))Y(eßJ) G   Z    T(X(5,(p))93*â

=    Z   t(X(S„G0)X(Vp)) £7 c   Z  ®;
»ijj^SO m>ii§0

since

X(5„(p))X(S5,(p)) C      Z      X(5f.1(p))36

from Lemma 13 of [5]. Moreover

Tifßeßj) - r(\(fß))T(eßj) G   Z   T(\iS„ii))U
Oäii<m

(see the proof of Lemma 1 of [2]) where 5„(g) is the set of all homogeneous

elements of 5(g) of degree p,. Since X(5„(g)) C Zoámác X(5(11(p))36 it follows

that

Tifßeßj) - T(\(fß))T(eßj) G   Z   K
m>;iäO

Hence

w* - w*' G 931, C\ (   Z  23*) = Z   (93*n 93s) C A
\ m>)|Ï0        / m>iiâO
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by induction hypothesis. Since wf'EA it follows that wj*EA and therefore

WEA. This proves our assertion and so the theorem is established.

We shall now prove a lemma which will be of use later.

Lemma 4. Let I be a semisimple algebra over C and IX the universal enveloping

algebra of I. Then there exists an element z in the center of IX such that if ir is any

irreducible finite-dimensional representation of IX of degree d, then ir(z) =d2ir(l).

Let r be a Cartan subalgebra of Í and W the Weyl group of I with respect

to T. Let / = dim Y. We choose a fundamental system of roots {«i, • • • , ai]

of I (with respect to Y) and introduce a lexicographic ordering in the set of all

weights of finite-dimensional representations of 1 with respect to this set

(see [3, Part I]). Let B(X, Y) denote the bilinear form sp(ad X ad Y) on I

where X—»ad X is the adjoint representation of I. For every root a there

exists a unique element HaEY such that B(H, Ha) =a(H) for all HEY. Let

2p be the sum of all positive roots of I and let it be an irreducible finite-

dimensional representation of 1 (or U) whose highest weight is A. Then we

know that the degree of tt is

II A'(27„)
a>0

¿A   =  -V=f-
TLp(sa)
or>0

Now we use the notation of Part III of [3].

\U<na) y
a>0

n p(Ha)
■  a>0

in xi, • • • , xi. It is clear that sf=f for all sEW. Hence it follows from

Lemmas 38 and 39 of [3] that f(x') = x*(z) where z is some element in the

center of U. Hence d\ = xa(z). But we know that 7r(z) =xa(z)7t(1) (see proof of

Lemma 36 of [3]). Therefore 7r(z) =<fA7r(l) and this proves our assertion.

4. Proof of the main theorem. Let G be the simply connected Lie group

with the Lie algebra g0. Let K and D be the analytic subgroups of G corre-

sponding to the subalgebras f0 and Co (co is the center of f0). Let Z be the

center of G and let u—>u* denote the natural mapping of K on K* = K/DC\Z.

We know that K is simply connected and K* is compact (see for example

Mostow [6]). Since there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between the finite-

dimensional simple representations of K and those of t we may regard any

35Gß as a class of representations of K. Let ß* be the set of all equivalence

classes of finite-dimensional simple representations of K*. Since every repre-

sentation or of K* can also be regarded as a representation u—>cr(u*) (uEK)

we may consider ß* as a subset of ß.

where A'=A+p (see Weyl [8]).

Consider the polynomial

f(x)
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Let F be a vector space over C and yit • • • , yr a finite set of inde-

terminates. In §1 we have defined the space V[y]. Let IF be another vector

space and ß a linear mapping of V[y] into JF[y]. We shall say that ß is (y)-

linear if ß(fv)=fß(v) for /GC[y] and z»GF[jy]. It is clear that any linear

mapping of F into W can be extended uniquely to a (y)-linear mapping of

V[y] into PF[y]. Similarly if V is an algebra and v is a representation of

V[y] on W[y], then ir will be called (y)-linear if irif)w=fw for/GC[y] and

wEW[y\.
Let Yi, ■ • • ,Yr be the base of c introduced in §1 and let yu ■ ■ ■ , yr be r

independent indeterminates. If ikT is any integral linear function on c (see §1)

we put as before V^T^JT • • • T^ and yM = y^ ■ - ■ y™' where m,-

= M(Yi), 1 ̂ i^r. We shall now define two (y)-linear mappings ßy and /?_„

of 93 [y ] into itself. It is sufficient to define ßvib) and ß-vib) for ¿>G93. We have

seen in §1 that b can be written uniquely in the form b= Z^ wmYm where

wmE^x"'- (Here 'iß and 36' have the same meaning as in §1.) Now we write

ßv(b) = Em wMYf and ß-yib) =Em wmY^ where

T»   = (ri + yi)  '(r2 + y2)    • • • (I\ + yr)   ,

r_„ = (Ti - yi)  \Tt - yip ■■■ iYr- yr)        im¡ = Jf(ry)).

It is obvious that ßviß_vib)) =ß^vißvib))=b for all &G93[y]. Moreover since

YM belongs to the center of 36 it is clear that ßvibz) =ßvib)ßviz) for &G93 and

zG36.
For any xEG and v*EK* we define vi*, Hix, v*), T(x, v*) as in §11 of

[5]. Choose a base Zi, • • ■ , Zn for g0 over R and put Z(¿)=/iZi+ • • •

+tnZn itjER), xt = exp ZU). Let H\, • ■ • , Hp be the base for f)So over R

which was selected in §2 of [5]. Put

Hixr1, v*) =    Z    #</<('- »*).
%SiSp

Tixr1, v*) =    Z    Tufa v*),
lSjâr

xsKí/s?)-1) = x(3)*, i, v*)

where xs* is the character of if* corresponding to the class 35*Gß*. It is

obvious (see the corollary to Lemma 26 of [5]) that /,(£, v*), g,(t, v*),

x(35*, /, »*) are all analytic functions on RnXK*. Put |/| =max,- |i,|. We

may choose e>0 so small that each of these functions can be expanded as a

power series in (it, • ■ ■ , tn) (with coefficients which are analytic functions on

K*) which is uniformly convergent for all v*EK* and |/| ^e (see the proof

of Lemma 29 of [5]). Let (wi, • • • , up) be p indeterminates independent of

(yu ■ ■ ■ , yr). If H= Ziá.áp flf-fft, r= Zigyár bjY¡ (ai, bjEC) put u(H)
— Ziá»"Sr aiui> y(L) = Ziáj'ár b¡yj. For any linear form T in (u, y) we define

eT as the element l + :r-|-7,2/2!-f-r3/3!+ • • • in the ring of power series in

(u, y) with coefficients in C. Then it is clear that the coefficients of the series
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e-y(.r<.xc\v'))eru(.H<xrl,v')) are polynomials in /,(/., v*) and g¡(t, v*). Moreover if A

and p. are any linear functions on f^ and c respectively, then the series resulting

under the substitution y—>p and u—->A (that is, y¡--^piY/)), l^jûr, and «,-

-*A(/7.) (1 á*á£) converges absolutely to e^AWt»«-1.«<,»e--*a,{«r1,«'» Let 2p de-

note the sum of all positive roots of g (with respect to b) under the ordering in-

troduced in §2 of [5]. Consider linear functions P, M, N on g, c, and h9 respec-

tively such that PiZi)=pi, M(Yj)=mj, N(Hk)=nk (lgiá«, l¡S¿25r, l^k
^p) are all non-negative integers. Put P\=pi\pi\ • ■ ■ pnl and

P Pl p2 Pn M mi mT N n\ np

t   = ti h   ■ • • tn ,        y    = yi   • ■ • yr ,       u   = Ui ■ • ■ up .

Then it follows from the above remarks that

¿(3)*)x(3>*> t, D*)e-»<r(*,-1.»*>>e-"<«(*r1.»*>)e-2p(ff(:rrl.'>*»

f
=   Z   UM, N, P, »*)/V —

M.N.P P\

where (M, N, P, v*) are analytic functions on K*. (¿(35*) is the degree of any

representation in 35*.) The above equality is to be understood in the following

sense. Firstly the coefficient of yMuN on the right-hand side is a power series in

(/) which converges uniformly for |<| =s« and v*EK* to the coefficient of

yMuN on the left. Secondly if A and p. are linear functions on f)p and c respec-

tively, then the series obtained after the substitution y—»p., u—>A converges

uniformly to

¿(®*)x(3>*> l, v*)e~',lr(xrl-v*'>'>e~Aia(xrl'v*))e~2<'<-II(xr>'v'))

for all |/| ^e and v*EK*. Notice that H(x~\ v*)=Y(x~\ v*)=0 if x = l.

Hence the constant terms in the power series for/,(/, v*) and g,(t, v*) are all

zero. From this it follows immediately that for a fixed P there are only a

finite number of values of M and N such that f (M, N, P, v*) ?¿0. Therefore

the expression

íu,y(P, v*) =   Z UM, N, P, »*)/%"
M,N

is a polynomial in (u, y).

Let 3î(35*) denote the kernel (in 36) of any representation of 36 lying in

35*. Let z-^>z denote the natural mapping and a the natural representation of

36 on 36/3c(35*) =36- Smce 35*Gß* and dim 36 < °° we can "extend" o to a repre-

sentation of if* on 36- Put

vZy(P)  =    I      r».»(P, S*V(v*)ï*»
J K*

= Z y"«N f   UM, N, P, v*)cr(v*)ldv*
M,N J K*

(\t\ as«)
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where dv* is the Haar measure on K* normalised so as to make the total

measure of K* equal to 1. Then vf,l(P)EÏ[u, y]. Let Wi denote the element

■ZtGg regarded as an element of 5(g) (l^ifkn). Consider the monomial

W(P) = W?W%2 ■ • • W? (pi = P(Zi), lá*'íás) in 5(g). Put Z(P) =X(PF(P))
where X is the canonical mapping of 5(g) onto 93 (see §2 of [5]). We know

that the elements Z(P) form a base for 93. Hence we can define a (u, y)-

linear mapping rfä'y of 93 [m, y] into 36[m, y] by setting r)%(Z(P)) = -n^'y(P). If

A and p, are linear functions on b$ and c respectively and b is an element of

93, we shall denote by ■nY,^(b) the value of r¡®l(b) obtained under the substitu-

tion u—>A, y—>/x. Obviously rçA^ is a linear mapping of 93 into 36- We shall use

a similar notation in other cases as well, without further comment.

In the next few lemmas we study in detail the properties of the mapping

b-*vZ0>) (*€»)•
Put 3cB(35*)=^_1,(3c(3)*)[y]) and let Ay(T)*) denote the set of all ele-

ments aG93[y] such that 3fc!((35*)aC935ft1/(3)*). Clearly ¿„(35*) is a subalge-

bra of 93[y] and Av(T)*)DOH.

Lemma 5. Let 9î2 be the set of all elements oG^4¡,(35*) [u] such that ■q^'y(b) =0.

Then 9?2 is a left ideal in A¡,(35*) [«].

Put Ai = Ay(<£)*)[u}. Clearly 3c2 is a linear subspace of A2. We have to

show that if a(u, y)EA¡ and b(u, y)E'¡Ri then a(u, y)b(u, y)G3?2 (we write

a(u, y) and b(u, y) to emphasise the fact that they are polynomials in (u)

and (y) with coefficients in 93). Suppose this is false. Then r¡u,v(a(u, y)b(u, y))

5^0. (We write r¡U:V instead of r/®l for convenience.) Hence we can choose

linear functions v and p. on f)p and c respectively such that the value of

Vu,y(a(u, y)b(u, y)) obtained by the substitution u—>v and y—>p, is not zero.

Let a0, bo denote the values of a(u, y) and b(u, y) under this substitution.

Then nr,„(aobo)^Q. Since 36 is a simple algebra, there exists a maximal left

ideal g) in 36 such that r¡v,^(aobo) G§). Let 9J be the complete inverse image of

3J in 36. Then it is clear that the natural representation of 36 on 36/g)=36/2_)

lies in 35*.

Let Li(K*) = § be the Hubert space of all square-integrable functions on

K*. We define (see [5, §12]) a representation ir,,p of G on ¿p as follows:

(*>*(*)/)(**) = e-"<r(x-i,»'))g-(H-2„)(i/(1-.,„.))y(î;*_1)

where xEG, v*EK*, and/G£. Put

*(»*) = ¿(35*)x!D*(f*-1) iv* E K*)

and let r be the left-regular representation of K* on LiiK*). Put

E = ¿(35*) f   x^'i^-^riv^dv* =  f  i(v*)T(v*)dv*.
J K* J K'

Then E is the orthogonal projection of § on the space §$♦ consisting of all
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those elements in § which transform under r according to 35*. Put ît = 7rF,M and

consider Eir(x)\p. T being any linear operator on § we denote by Tf(v*) the

value of Tf at v* (v*EK*) whenever/ lies in the domain of T. Then

Ett(x)ï(v*) =  f  t(u*)ir(x)t(u*-h*)du*
J K*

=   f   ^(íi*m*-1)7t(x)^(m*)¿w* =   f   ^(m*-12)*)it(x)^(m*)¿m*

since \j/(v*u*_1) =\{/(u*~1v*). Hence

Eir(x)iP(v*) =   f   e-"<r(x-',u.))e-c,+2)p(ffcI-i,u.))^(M*¡c_1)r(M*)lí,(j)*)¿M*
J K'

or

Ev(x)^ =   f   e-"<r(x-i,»*))e-("+2c)(s(^."*))^(^-0r(î)*)^*.

Let ¿7 be the linear space spanned by r(v*)ip for all v*EK*. Then U= §&• and

dim C/=(¿(35*))2. We get a representation of K* on £7 which we again denote

by r. t may therefore also be regarded as a representation of f (or 36) on U.

Now it is clear thatr(z)/=Oif zG3c(35*) and/G£7. Hence we get a representa-

tion r of 36 on U if we put f(z)f = r(z)f (zG36, fEU), z-^z being the natural

mapping of 36 on 36. Let t' be the right regular representation of G on §. Since

yl/(u*-h)*) =y¡/(v*u*~l) it follows that t(u*)\}/=t'(u*-1)^. Hence

t(z)t(u*)4> = r(z)r'(«*-1)^ = /(M*-1)?^ (z G 36, M* G #*)

since right translations commute with the left translations. Now suppose

r(z)\p = 0. Then it follows that t(z)t(u*)^ = 0 for all u*EK*. Therefore

t(z)=0 which implies that z = 0. Thus t(z)^ = 0 if and only if z = 0.

Let Ç,,p(P, v*) denote the value of the polynomial Çu,y(P, v*) under the sub-

stitution u—>v, y—>p. Then we have seen that the series Z*> ?».o(-Pi v*)tp/P\

converges uniformly to

^(^i)e-"<r(-<-i.-*))e-(»+V)(H(x1-».<-)) if | t | g € and v* E K*.

Hence

tp
£*■(*,)* = Z l— f   UÂP, u*)t(u*)Wu*

p     PU K*

But it is clear from the definition of r),iß(Z(P)) that

T(Vy,ß(z(p))t = f r,„ip, u*)tíu*)w**.

(   t\Úe).
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Hence

£*(*.)* = Z  l— r(v,ÁZ(P))^ Cl 11 é «).
p    .r !

But we know that ^ is well-behaved under 7r(G) (see Lemma 34 of [5]).

Hence if |/| is sufficiently small

*(*»)#- Z  l-r(Z(P))rP
p   PI

where w—>7r(w) (wG93) denotes the representation of 93 induced on the space

of all well-behaved elements in w(G). The series above is convergent in §

(see  [5, §4]). Since £ is a bounded linear operator on § we get

Ett(xM = Z ~ X EriZiP))*.
p   Pi

Therefore

Z ~ EriZiP))* = Z ^T(-n„ß(Z(PW
p    P\ p    PI

if |i| is sufficiently small. Hence comparing coefficients of tp on both sides

we conclude that

Hn,+(Z(P)>* = E*(z(P))t

or

rilM)* - EriaW (a E 93).

Now b(u, y)G9t2 and therefore nUjy(b(u, y)) =0. Hence n,,,,(bo) =0. There-

fore ETr(bo)^ — r(r],lii(bo))i/ = 0. On the other hand

Eir(a0bo)^ = T(i),:lt(aobo))\p ^ 0

since r)f,Aaobo)^0.

Now b(u, y)EAi. Hence (3_v(3c(35*))&(m, y)C932/3_!/(3c(3)*)) where 932
= 93[m, y]. But it is easy to verify that w(u) =e*(rMV(M*) (uEK) where

Y(u) is the unique element in Co such that u exp (— Y(u)) belongs to the

analytic subgroup K' of G corresponding to f0' = [fo, fo]. From this it fol-

lows immediately that there exists a class 35 G ß such that ß_„(3c(35*))

= 3c(35) (3c(35) being the kernel in 36 of any representation of 36 which lies in

35), and U is exactly the set of all elements in § which transform under

r(K) according to 35. Then 3c(35)&oC933c(35). Hence 7r(60)<AG U and there-

fore Tr(bo)\p = Eir(bo)\p = 0. Hence

Ex(aobo)\i/ = Eir(ao)tr(bo)\p = 0.
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As this contradicts the result above the lemma is proved.

We extend the natural mapping z-^>z of 36 on 36 to a (u, y)-linear mapping

of 36 [u, y] on 36 [u, y]. Since 36 is an algebra the same is true of 36[«, y]-

Lemma 6. If zE% and ¿>G93 then vf'v(zb) = ßviz)r)f#(b). Moreover 7j®j(l) = 1.

Again we write r¡UiV instead of 77®*. Suppose T}u,y(zb)—ßy(z)r]u,y(b)?£Q.

Then we choose v, p such that n,iß(zb)—ßß(z)y}r,ß(b)9iQ. Hence in the above

notation we have

Ew(zb)>p = r(nv.ß(zb))^.

It is obvious that E commutes with ir(u) (uEK) and therefore

Eir(zb)t = ir(z)Eir(b)\l, = r(z)f(r,v,ß(b))^.

Moreover since w(u) =e»mu))T(u*) (uEK) it follows that w(X)4>=t(X)(¡>

(XEf) and 7r(r)ç> = p,(r)e>+7(r)c> (rGc) for any <pEU. Hence tt(z)o> =

r(ßß(z))(j> (zG36, 4>EU). Therefore

£tt(z6)^ = T(ßß(z))r(Vy,ß(b))^ = T(ß^jVy,ß(bW.

This shows that

rfo»*(a*) - ßÄÖn'Ab))* = 0

and therefore r¡,,ß(zb)— ßß(z)y},,ß(b) =0 which contradicts our choice of v, p.

Hence rju,y(zb)=ßy(z)7}Uiy(b) and similarly we prove that nu,y(l)=l.

We use the notation of §2 of [5] and define m=f)r-f- Z«EP- CXa

+ Z»e^- CX-a. Then m is the centraliser of f)p in f.

Lemma 7. Let \X be the subalgebra of 93 generated by (1, m). Then if ¿>G93

and zGU,
î>* SD*        -

Vu.y(bz) = Vu,y(b)ßy(z).

For otherwise again choose v, p such that n„,ß(bz) — r],,ß(b)ßß(z)^0. Then

we have seen above that

Eir(x)t =   f   e-"(r^-1.«*»e-('+2i''(s(a;-i,u.))^(M*^1)T(M*)^M*
J K'

in the notation used above. Let M be the analytic subgroup of K corre-

sponding to nio = mnf0. Then if mEK we know (see Lemma 37 of [5]) that

7r(x) commutes with r'(m*) where r' is the right regular representation of K*

on Lt(K*). Hence

Eir(x)T'(m*~l)f = T'(m*-l)Ew(x)t

=    j      e-í'(r(x-l,.'))g-(»+2p)(H(r-l,..))^(„^1)T/(ÍM*-l)r(8*)^¿l,*.

J K*
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But we have seen above that T,(m*~1)\¡/ — T(m*)\p and therefore r'(w*_1)

■T(v*)\p=T(v*m*)\p. Therefore

Er(x)T(m*)^ =   f   e-"(r(x-i,»«))e-(v+2p)(£r(x-i,,.))^(*a;_1)T(ZJ*OT*^aj;*>
J K*

From this it follows immediately that

Ex(b')T(z')^ = T(n,,ß(b'))T(z')$ (b' G 93, z' G U).

But we have seen above that Tr(z')if/ — T(ßß(z'))\l/ (z'G36). Therefore Eir(bz)ip

= Eir(b)T(ßß(z))iJ/. Let 11' be the set of all elements wG36 such that ßß(w)E\X.

Since w^>ßß(w) (wEX) is a homomorphism it follows that 11' is a subalgebra

of 36. Moreover U'Dm and therefore U'DU. Hence ßß(z)EVL and therefore

ET(bz)t = r(Vv.ß(b))r(ßß(z))^

= T(nr,ß(b)ßjz))t.

On the other hand Eir(bz)\p = r(r\v.ß(bz))\p and so we conclude that

ï(v,Abz) - Vr,Ab)ß&))*l< = 0

which contradicts the fact that r],lß(bz) — r}y,ß(b)ßu(z)^£0. Thus the lemma is

proved.

We define the automorphism 6 of g and the sets P, P+, and P_ of positive

roots of g (with respect to b) as in §2 of [5]. Let ai<a2< ■ • • <ar be all the

roots in P. We recall that if aEP- and a'EP+ then a' >a. Suppose then that

oti, ■ ■ ■ , asEP- and as+i, • • • , arEP+ (O^s^r). First we make the fol-

lowing observation.

Lemma 8. Let pi, q¡ be non-negative integers such that piai+ ■ • ■ +prar

= giai+ ■ • ■ +qsas. Then ps+i = ps+i=  ■ ■ ■ =pr = 0.

For £i+ias+i+ • • • +prar=(qi-pi)ai+ ■ ■ ■ +(qs — p,)ai. Applying 0 to

both sides we get

ps+i6as+i + ■ ■ ■ + prdar = (qi — pi)cti + • • • + iq. — p,)a,

since 6a = a for aEP— Therefore

¿>s+l(as+i — 6a,+i) + ps+2(as+2 — da3+î) + ■ ■ ■ + pr(ar — dar) = 0.

But da<0 for aEP+ and therefore at — 9at>0 for t>s. Hence the above rela-

tion is possible only if ps+i= • • ■ =pr = 0.

Let A be a linear function on b. We say that an element ¿>G93 is of rank

A if [H, b]=A(H)b for all HEb.

Lemma 9. Let 93 be the subalgebra of 93 generated by (1, m+f)p). Then for

any zE3 there exists an element z0G93 such that
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Z-ZoG    Z     X-J&Xp
a,ßG.P+

and Zo is of the rank zero.

We use the notation of [5, §2] and the lemma above. Choose a base

Hp+i, ■ ■ ■ , Hi for f)f. Then X_„r, • • • , X_ai, Hi, ■ ■ • , Hi, Xai, • • • , Xar is

a base for g. Hence z can be written uniquely (see [2]) in the form

z =       Z      aiip), im), iq))xZr ■ • • xZtf1 ■ ■ ■ hTxI ■ ■ ■ <
(3»,CO. (s)

where aüp), im), iq))EC. Since zG<3, z is of rank zero and therefore it fol-

lows (see [3, proof of Lemma 36]) that a((p), (m), (q)) =0 unless piai + • • •

+prar = qiai+ ■ • • +q,ar. Now

X-ar ■ • • X-aiHi   • ■ ■ Ht Xai ■ • • Xar E     Z    X-J8Xß
a.ßGP+

unless either p3+i = • • • =pr = 0 or qs+i= • • ■ =qT = 0. But if a((p), (m), (q))

5¿ Owe conclude from Lemma 8 that p,+i= • • ■ =pr = 0ii and only if g,+i= • • •

= gr = 0. Hence z=z0 mod Z«./sep+ X-JßXß where

zo = Z aüp), im), iq))X-a. • ■ • X^H?1 ■ ■ ■ H?X% ■ • • xl E 9?,

the sum extending only to those terms for which p¡ — q,; = 0 (5 <j ¿ r). Since z0

is of rank zero the lemma is proved.

Since g is the direct sum of f, bv, and n= Z«ep+ CXa it follows (see [2])

that for any ¿>G93 there exist unique elements x(mu ■ ■ ■ , mp) in 36 such that

b = Z Hi1 ' • " Hp'x(mi, • ■ ■ , mp) mod  Z -^„93.
(m) o£P+

We now define a linear mapping £u of 93 into 36 [w] by setting

?«(&) = Z «i™1 • • • upT ximi, • ■ • ,mp)
(m)

where u[ =Ui+2piHi), l^i^p- As before let Q denote the centraliser of 36

in 93.

Lemma 10. If aEO. and èG93, then Ç„(ôa) =Çu(o)Ç«(î').

For in the above notation

ba = Z B\l ■ ■ • Hp"ax(mi, • • • , mp) mod  Z XJ8,
(m) a&P+

since ax(mi, • ■ • , mp) =x(mu • • • , mp)a. Hence if we observe that
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H71 ■■■ HmpPXa EXJ8 («G P+)

our assertion follows.

The significance of the mapping £u derives from the following result.

Lemma 11. If aEO., then ^'„(a) =/3„(£„(a)).

For otherwise we could choose v, p such that t\,%ß(a) —ßß(^(a)) ¿¿0. Let N

be the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to the subalgebra rto = nPig0 of

go. For any xEG and vEK put x" =vxv~1 and let x—>Ad(x) denote the adjoint

representation of G. Extend Ad (x) to an automorphism of 93 over C and

put Z>* = Ad (v)b (6G93). Then ii fEL2(K*) and x = Tr,„ (in the notation of

the proof of Lemma 5) we find that

7r(n")f(v*) = f(v*) in EN),

Tr(u°)f(v*) = ^<r<«))/(ç*«*-i) (u E K),

ir(h»)f(v*) = eC"+2p)(iog«/(t,*) (h E A+).

Here A+ is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to bVo and log h (hEA+)

denotes the unique element HEbf0 such that exp H = h. From this it follows

that if /is an indefinitely differentiable function on K* which is well-behaved

under -k then

*iX')fi*) - 0 iXEn),

*(tfW) = (v(H) + 2P(H))f(v*) (H E %).

Now let us consider w(a)\p where \fr is the function introduced in the proof of

Lemma 5. Let v he a fixed element in K. Since oGQ, a = av. Let a = ao mod

Z«ep+ ^«® where

«o = Z Hi* ■ ■ ■ Hpz(mi, • • • , mp) (z(mi, • • • , mp) E 36).
(m)

Then av — a"0E Z«ep+ -^«^ and therefore

«■(a)^(B*) = ir(a°)t(v*) = x(«oV(^) +  Z ir(Xl)ir(ba)*(v*),
aE.P+

where &«G93. But if we put/« = 7r(¿»a)t/' (aG-P+) we know from our discussion

above that Tr(Xva)fa(v*) =0. Hence

7r(a)^(»*) = ir(a0)^iv*).

We find similarly that

*ial)W) = Z "i"' • • • ri,"**((*(«!, • • • , »,))')*(»*) = *(({,(«))>(»*)
(m)
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where v< =v(Hi)+2p(Hi), l^iúp- But^(v*u*-1)=^(u*~iv*) (u*EK*) and

therefore

tt(W)^(v*) = e*CrC")Y(M*-ij,*) = niuWiv*).

Hence we conclude that

Tr(z*)$(v*) = t(*)iK»*) (z G 36)

and therefore

Tr(a)*(v*) = T((Ua))")^(v*) = *(M«))lK»*).

Since this is true for every z;*Gi£*, ir(a)if/=ir(t;v(a))\p. Now define the projec-

tion £ and the representation 7 of 36 as in the proof of Lemma 5. Since nGQ,

w(a)\p = Eit(a)\¡/ = T(r),.ß(a))yj/, and

AU"))* = HWM)t
from Lemma 6. Therefore ^„.„(a) — ßß(iv(a)))\[/ = 0 which implies that

V',Áa) ~ßA^(a)) =0. Since this contradicts our choice of v, p the lemma

follows.

In view of Lemmas 6 and 11 the mapping -nY/y is now completely de-

termined on 21 = 036 = 360. If a— Zj-i xiai (xyG36, ajEO.) then
iT\* _     _   <T\* _

iJu,»(a) =  1LßAXj)vu.v(aj) =   Z ßy(x&u(aj)).
i i

Notice that if a = 0, ßy( Zixj£«(a;)) = 0 and therefore

^(Z^U«J-))G3c(35*)ky].

Since this is true for every 35*Gß* and since we know that nE).gn.3c(35*)

= {o} (see [2]) it follows that ßy( Zj x£Áai)) =0. Hence the mapping £„,„:

Z; xfii—*ßy( Z x£u(ai)) (xjEX, cjyGO) is a well-defined linear mapping of

21 into 36[w, y] and rffj(a) =£u,v(a) (aG2I).
Let 35* be a class in ß*. As before we denote by A „(35*) the set of all

aG93[y] such that 0_„(3î(35o*))aC93i0_!/(3c(35*)) where 93i = 93[y]. Let p he a
linear function on E. We define a 1-1 mapping 3)—»35,, of ß onto itself such that

3c(35„) =(3_M(3c(35)) (3c(35) is the kernel in 36 of any representation in 35). In

particular put 35o = (35?)„. For any 35 Gß let ^4 (35) denote the set of all elements

aG93 such that 3c(35)aC 9321(35). If a(y)E^>[y] we shall write a(p) to denote

the value of the polynomial under the substitution y—>p. It is obvious that if

a(y)EAy(^)*), then a(p)EA(^)0).

Lemma 12. For any «oG^4(35o) vue can find an element a(y) EA„(35*)

such that a0 = a(p).

Before proving this lemma we make some general observations.  Put
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93i = 93[y] and U = 93iß_!/(3c(35o)). Let tv denote the natural representation

and b—>b* the natural mapping of 93i on 93* = 93i/U. For any 35Gß we denote

by 93*(35) the set of all &*G93f such that 7r(p\_v(2c(35)))è* = 0. Put tt*(z)
= Tr(ß_y(z)) izE%)- Then ir* is a representation of 36 on 93* and 93f(35) is

exactly the set of those elements in 93f which transform under tv* according

to 35. We shall show that 93f = Z®ea 93í(35). Since 1*G931*(350*) it is suffi-
cient to prove that F*= Z$ea 93?(35) is invariant under 7r(g[y]). But it is

obvious that F* is invariant under 7r(f [y]). Therefore it would be sufficient

to show that tt(F)ô*G F* for Z>*G93*(35)(35Gß) and FGp. Let 7/ = x*(36)c>*.
Then dim U< °° and the representation -k% of 36 induced on U under ir* is

semisimple. Moreover if XEÎ and YEp,XY=[X, F]+FAT and [X, Y]Ep-

Hence

T*iX)wiY)a* = *iiriX)Y)a* + 7r(F)7r*(A>* (a* G U)

where a is the representation of f on p given by aiX) Y= [X, Y]. Now we

regard pX U as a f-module under the representation ct+ttu of f. Consider the

mapping o>: FXa*->7r(F)o* (FGp, a*EU) of pXl7 onto ir(p) U. Then if

XEt we may write the above relation as follows:

4>i<riX)Y Xa*+YX ir*iX)a*) = t(X)4>(F X a*).

This proves that the f-module ir(p) U is a homomorphic image of the f-module

pXU. Since a and -w% are semisimple representations, pXÍ7 is a semisimple

f-module (see Lemma 8 of [5]). The same therefore holds for x(p) U. Hence

tt(P) UE F* and so our assertion is proved. Thus the representation it* is

quasi semisimple and the sum Zs>en $3*(35) is direct (see Lemma 6 of [5]).

Now we come to the lemma. Put 93M= Ziá«ár 93i(y,-— piYi)) where

I\, • • • , r, is the base for c which we chose in §2. Let if be the natural repre-

sentation and&—>b (£>G93i) the natural mapping of 93i on 93i/(95^+U). We may

clearly identify Wi with 93f/93* in the natural way. Let 93(35) denote the

image of 93*(35) in 93*/93* = 93;. Then Wi= Zse« »(©)• Moreover if
a*G93*(35), 7r_(ß_1/(2c(35))a*= {o}. Hence if a* is the image of a* in 93(35),

7r(/3_J1(2c(35)))a*= {0} and therefore a* transforms under #(f) according to

3V This shows that the representation t(t) is quasi semisimple. Now it is

obvious that if aG93[y] then a*G931*(35*) if and only if aG¿ »(£>?)• Similarly

an element a of 93 lies in ^4(35o) if and only if öG93(35*0- Now let a0G^(35o).

Then it follows from what we have said above that we can find fli(y) G^4 „(35*)

such that ä0 = öi(y). Let ax(p) be the value of cii(y) under the substitution

y—>p. It is obvious that ai(y) =a1(p). Hence a0—ai(p)=0. Now it is easy to

see that if ¿>G93 then I = 0 if and only if &G932c(35o). Hence aQ-a(p) G932c(350)
and therefore ftl(a0-a](M))G932c(35à*) and 0_s(p\(ao-ai(/¿))G93i/M2c(35o))
EAyi®*). So aiiy)=ß_yißßia0-aiip)) is in ^„(35*) and a2(ju) =/3_„03„(ao)

— aiip)) =a0 — aiip). Therefore if we put aiy) =Oi(y)-f-a2(y), aip) =a0 and this

proves our result.
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We shall keep 35* fixed in the rest of this discussion. Put Ai = AyiT)*) [u]

and let 9c2 be the set of all aG^42 such that rju.„(a) =0 (r¡u,y = yf/)- Extend

the natural mapping of 36 on 36 = ï/3c(35o*) to a (u, y)-linear mapping z—*z of

36[m, y] on %[u, y\- Then if aG^42 we can choose wG36[w, y] such that r¡u,yia)

= w. Hence if z=/3_„(w), r;„,y(a —z)=0 from Lemma 6. This shows that if

Zi, ■ • • , zd is a base for 36 mod 3c(35o*) thenyl2 = 3î2+ Ziá;e<¡ C[u, y]z( where

z'i =ß_vizi), l^i^d. Therefore if bEA¡,(35o*) we can choose c¿y(w, y)EC[u,y]

such that

bz'i -    Z    Cijiu, y)z'j G 9t2 (1 á i ^ r).
lájSd

Put

f(T, u, y) = det iTbij — c<3(«, y))is¿, ¡sd,

where T is an indeterminate. Then /(J1, u, y) is a polynomial of degree ¿ in

J1 with coefficients in C[m, y]. LetXi, • • • , x¡ be / independent indeterminates

(Z = dim b). Put xiHi) =x¿, 1 Siúl, and define x(ff) (ff G ft) by linearity. Let

W he the Weyl group of g with respect to b. We denote by fMiT, x, y)

(o"G1F) the polynomial in T (with coefficients in C[x, y]) obtained from/(r,

u, y) under the substitution u—>x(o--1iii)-r-p(o—Iff,) — piHi) (1 íkiúp)- Put

FiT, x, y) = II fM(T, x, y).
<rEW

Then if h is the order of the group W, F is of degree dh in T. Let

Xx denote the mapping of 3 into C[x] defined as follows. If z

- Eg») airm, ■ ■ ■ , mi)H?lH?* ■ ■ ■ HT1 mod Io£f 93Z« (o(«lf •••,«,)
GC, zG3) then x^(z) = Em a(wh, • • • , w^x™1 • • • x™¡. We have seen in

[3, Lemma 36] that Xx is an isomorphism of S into C[x]. Extend x* to a

(y)-linear mapping of 3[y] into C[x, y\. It follows from Lemma 38 of [3]

that every coefficient of F (regarded as a polynomial in J") is of the form

Xx(z(y)) where ziy) is some element in ¿[y]. Therefore

FiT, x,y)=   Z   T<x*My)) My)eS[y]).
Oéqéhd

For any 35Gß* let 35' denote the equivalence class of the representation a'

of f = [f, f ] defined by any o-G35. We denote by ßF the set of those 35 G ß for

which S/Gßi? (see §1 for the definition of Q'F). Then we have the following

result which is one of the main steps of our argument.

Lemma 13. Suppose 35o*Gß/ = ßFnß*. Then

ßy(   Z   6%(y)) G 9321(35*) [yj.

First we observe that if {g)} is any collection of left ideals in 36 then
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H(932J) = 93(f) W)- For let X be the canonical mapping of the symmetric algebra

5(g) onto 93. Then if {Q} is a base for 5(p) we know that every element a in

93 can be written uniquely in the form a= Ze X(Ç)zq (zqEX) (see Lemma 12

of [5]). Since 93 = ̂ 36 (<ß=X(5(p))), 93§) = <ßg) and it follows that aG93§) if
and only if zqEW f°r au Q- Our assertion is an immediate consequence of

this fact.

Since 36 = 36/3c(35o*) is a finite-dimensional simple algebra, 2c(3)o*)=n2)

where 3J runs over all maximal left ideals in 36 containing 2c(35o*). Therefore

932î(35o*) = n(932)) and so it would be sufficient to prove that

ßy(   Z    b*ztiy))embl
\0iq£hd /

for every maximal left ideal 2J (in 36) containing 3î(35o*). Suppose then that

the above statement is false for some §). We shall often write b(y) instead of b

to put in evidence the fact that, being an element of ^4„(35o*), it is a poly-

nomial in (y). Since ?_) is maximal it is clear that we can find m,EC (1 ^i^r)

such that Yi — miEty (1 íkiúr). Therefore

ßy(   Z    &%(?))=-   Z   aAyivijmod mb]
\0iqShd / lâj'ie

where Wi, ■ ■ ■ , weGW and a¡(y)EC\y\. (Here the notation is the same

as in §1.) We may evidently assume that wi, • • ■ , w. are linearly inde-

pendent mod 93?) and a/y)?^, l^j^e. Choose a linear function p, on c

such that ai(p)9é0 and p(Y,)+mi, lgi^r, are all integers. It is clear that

this is possible. Then

ßj   Z    KmK(m)-Z   aj(p)w)EW
\0iqShd lâj'Se /

since W;G^36' and therefore ßß(wj)=Wj. Here b(p), zq(p), and a¡(p) are the

values of b(y), zq(y), and a¡(y) respectively under the substitution y—>p. Put

2)m = /M9). Then since 93§) = <ß?J it is clear that

Z b"(p)zq(p)- z ajiúwjem*-
Oèqéhd láyáe

But Ziáiáe ai(p)wjE^S'í) because ai(p)¿¿0. Hence

Z   a¡(p)w} = ß-ß(   Z   a,in)wA E%%
léjie \lijSe /

and so
Z        b"(p)Zq(p)   E %%■

OèqShd

Let 35¿* be the equivalence class of the representation of f defined by
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any representation of f in 35o*. It is clear that 35¿* is an irreducible class and

since 35o*Gßf, 35¿*Gfir. (See §1 for notation.) Moreover Yi-(pi+mi)E'^ll.

(pi=p(Yi), l|i^r) and Pi+m, are all integers. Let 35o be the class of the

natural representation of f on 36/^. In view of our choice of the base

(1\, ■ • • , Tr) it follows from the arguments of §1 that 35o occurs in some

finite-dimensional representation of g. Therefore from Lemma 1 there exists

a left ¡deal 2ft in 93 such that 2ftD2JM, dim 93/3ft< °°, and Z« b«(p)zq(p)EWi-
Since g is semisimple, we may assume that 2ft is a maximal left ideal in 93.

Let a—>d denote the natural mapping and v the natural representation of 93

on 93/2ft=93. Then KE« b"(p)zQ(p))l^0. Let ^0 be an element in 93 be-
longing to the highest weight A of v. We "extend" v to a representation of the

group G on 93. Also we define a representation v* of K* by setting v*(v*)

= e~(-*n"^j>(v) (vEK). It is obvious that Ï transforms according to 35o* under v*.

Put

£ = ¿(35*)  f   xv:(v*~l)v*(v*)dv*
J K'

where xs>0* is the character of K* corresponding to the class 35o*. Then

vix)Ef = ¿(35o) f   xDt'(v*-l>(x)'>*(v*)1'dv*.
J K*

But xv = vx exp ff(x, v*)-n where nEN (xEG, vEK) (the notation is the

same as in [5, §12]). Since \p belongs to the highest weight A, v(n)i¡/=-ty and

therefore v(xv)\p — e^H^x'v')) v(vx)\p. So we get

v(x)m¡> = ¿(35o) f   xv0'(v*-l)e»(r(x'°'»e^H(x^v*(v*)Wv*.
J K*

Now £2=£ and Ev*(v*) =v*(v*)E. Therefore

Ev(x)Et = ¿(35*)  f   XT,0*((^)-1)e~>'(^x-1'^e-<-K+2''^H<-x-1'^h*(v*)Hv*
J K*

if we take into account the relation dv*-i = e~2p(HI-x~1'''*:') dv* (see [5, §11 ]).

Now if we recall the definition of r¡u,y(a) =nf¡y*(a) (aG93) it follows immedi-

ately that

Ev(a)E^ = tOja^ía)) (a E 93).

Here Ap is the restriction of A on f)p and y is the linear mapping of £ into £93

defined hyy(z) =v*(z)E\p (zE%)- (It is convenient to denote the corresponding

representations of K*, t, and 36 by the same symbol v*.)

Extend v to a representation of 93 [w, y] by setting v(yi) — p(Yi)v(l)

(l£i£r) and v(u¡) =k(H%)v(l) (l^i^p). Now if a(y)G^„(350*),

P%,(2c(35o*))a(Ai) C93p%i(2c(350*)). But it is clear that /3_M(2c(350*)) - 2c(350) and
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£93 is exactly the set of those elements in 93 which transform under v(ï) ac-

cording to 35o. From this it follows that Ev(a(y))E = v(a(y))E. Hence

v\biy)ß-,izi) - T.cu(u, y)ß-„izi) J E*

= Ev(b(p)ß-ß(Zi) - Z *XA», *i)lM*y)W

= y(v^Ab(p)ß-ß(zi) - Z CijiAtJß-tizj)}.

But we know that

Hence

Vu.ylb(y)ß-yizi) - Z Cijiu, y)/3_,,(zy)j = 0.

vU>(y)ß-y(zi) - £*,(», y)ß-y(zi)}Et = 0

or

v(b(ß)W< - Z Ca(^,Mi = 0 (1 g i á d)

where \f/i = p(ß^ß(zi))E\(/ = v*(zi)Etp. Put g(T) = det (5,-yT — Ci/(A»,,.))iSi,/Sût-

Then g(T) is a polynomial in T with coefficients in C and it is obvious that

v(g(.bip))Wi = 0, tgigd. On the other hand Q = f+bp+n (n = Z«gp+ CXa)
and i'(n)i/'={0} while í'(£)p)^'Cu/'. Moreover every element in 93 can be

written as a linear combination of elements of the form zan where zG36 and

a and n are products of elements in bv and it respectively (see Lemma 12 of

[5]). Hence

£93 = &(»)* = Ev(l)4> = v(£)E4, = v*(H)E^.

Since Zi, • ■ • , zd is a base for 36 mod 2c(35o*) it follows that £93 is spanned by

ypi = v*(zi)Eip,l^iSd. Moreover as 1 transforms under v* according to

35o*, ÏG£93 and so v(g(b(p))J = 0. But it is obvious that g(T)=f(T, Ap, p.)
where f(T, Ap, p) is the value of f(T, u, y) under the substitution m—>AP,

y—>/j. Let F(T, A, p) denote the value of F(T, x, y) under the substitution

x—>A (i.e. x,—>A(ff¿), l^i^l) and y—*p. Since fm(T, x, y) is one of the factors

of F(T, x, y), g(T) divides F(T, A, p.)- Hence v(F(b(p), A, f*))ï«0. On

the other hand

FiT, A, p) =    Z    T^(zq(p))
OSqShd

where xa(zs(p)) is the value of Xx(zq(p)) under the substitution x—»A. Since v
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is an irreducible representation with the highest weight A we know that

(see the proof of Lemma 36 of [3])

v(zq(p)) = xa(z<,(p)>(1).

Hence

v(F(b(p), A, p)) =    Z    y(b"(p))xÁzQ(p)) = v(   Z    H"K0")
Oäqähd \0SqÁhd

Therefore

v(   Z    b*(p)zq(p))l = 0.
\0£qâhd /

Since this contradicts our earlier result the lemma is proved.

In order to derive the consequences of the above lemma we need the fol-

lowing simple result.

Lemma 14. Let zA be an associative algebra and o~\, • • • , ov, w a finite sel

of finite-dimensional representations of zA. Let a be the direct sum of o~i, l^i^r.

Suppose w is irreducible and 7r(a)=0 whenever a(a)=0 (aE^A)- Then there

exists an index i such that ir(a) = 0 whenever cr,(a) = 0.

Obviously a(zA) is a finite-dimensional associative algebra. Hence cr(a/f)

=So + A[o where Ho is the radical and So a semisimple subalgebra of a(pA).

Let S and 5\ be the complete inverse images of S o and j\o respectively under

a. Since o(a)—>7r(a) (aEzA) is an irreducible representation of o-(e//) it is

obvious that 7r(?\Q = {0}. Now consider the representation </>: cr(s)—>7r(5)

(sE§) of <r(S). Since <r(S) is semisimple and w is irreducible, (j> must be

equivalent to some irreducible component of the identical representation

a(s)—*o(s). Therefore since a is the direct sum of Oi, <p is equivalent to an

irreducible component of one of the representations o(s)—*Oi(s). Hence we

can choose an index i such that o\-(.s)=0 implies %(s)=0. Now suppose

<r¿(a)=0 (aEví). Let a = s+n (sE§, nEK)- Then o-¿(s) = -Oi(n)Eo-i(K)-

However cr¿(S ) is a semisimple algebra and <r¿(A0 a nilpotent ideal in Oí(qA).

Therefore o-i(S)nirj(/X)= {o}. Hence o\-(s)=0 and therefore w(a) =ir_(s+n)

= ir(s) =0. Thus Oi(a) =0 implies 7r(a) =0 and so our lemma is proved.

We shall now apply Lemma 13 to the theory of representations of 93.

Let it be a representation of 93 on a vector space F. For any 35 G ß let Fs>

denote the subspace consisting of all those elements in V which transform

under 7r(f) according to 35. Let 3c(35) denote the kernel (in 36) of any repre-

sentation of 36 in 35. As before, we shall say that ir is quasi-simple if F

= Z®Gn ^® an(i there exists a homomorphism x of S into C such that

■jriz)4> = x(z)4> f°r all zES and 4>EV. x is then called the infinitesimal char-

acter of it. Consider the mapping z^Xxiz) izES) of 3 into C[x] which we

have already discussed above. We have seen in [3, Part III] that there exists
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a linear function A on b such that x(z) =Xa(z) (zES) where xa(z) is the value

of Xx(z) under the substitution x—>A. As usual we say that w is irreducible if

7r(93)i/'= F for every nonzero \¡/ in F.

Let it he a quasi-simple irreducible representation of 93 on a vector space

F such that Fc,,^ {o} for some 35oGßF- Choose a linear function p on c

such that T—p(r)G3c(35o) for all TGc. It is clear that there exists a class

35o*Gß* such that 3c(350*) =/3M(2c(350)). Let ^(®°) be the set of all aG93 for
which 3c(35o)aC933c(35o).

Lemma 15. There exists a linear function A on b with the following two

properties :

(1) xa is the infinitesimal character of it.

(2) Let Ap denote the restriction of A on bp. Suppose a is an element in

^4(35o) such that r¡f°"(az)=0 for all zG36. Then Tr(a)\¡/ = Q for every ^GFb0.

Let Ai be the set of all cG93i = 93[y] such that /3_„(3c(35o*))a

C93u3_v(3c(35o*)) (Ai = Ay(^)0*) in the notation of Lemma 12). Let b he any

element in Ai. Since 35oGßF and since cG3c(350*) it follows from the argu-

ment given in §1 that 350*Gß* and therefore

ßy(   Z   ô%(y))G933c(35*,)[y]
\oúqúhd /

in the notation of Lemma 13. Hence

Z   b%iy) E 931/M3c(35*)).
Oiqihd

Extend tt to a representation of 93i by putting 7r(y¿) = p(Yi)ir(l) (l^i = r).

Then if ̂ GF»,

*iß-,Wi®*o)))* = irGMTOÎ)))* - x(3c(35o))^ = {0}.

Hence

A   Z   6%(y)V = 0.
\0iqikd /

It is obvious that F®0 is invariant under 7r(^4i). Hence we get a representa-

tion v oiA\ on Fb0. Now ^40036 and we know from Corollary 2 to Theorem 2

that F®0 is irreducible under ?r(Q36). Therefore v is an irreducible representa-

tion of A i on Fd0.

Let A be a linear function on b such that xa is the infinitesimal character

of tt. We use the notation of Lemma 13 and consider the polynomials

f(T, u, y), fM(T, x, y) (oEW) corresponding to the element bEAi. Let

fw(T, A, p) denote the value of fM(T, x, y) under the substitution x—>A,

y-*M- Put A"(H)=A(<7~1H)+p(a-1H)-p(H) (HEb) and let A; denote the
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restriction of A" on f)p. Then it follows from the definition of fMiT, x, y)

that fM(T, A, p) =f(T, A;, p) where fiT, Ap, p) is the value off(T, u, y) under
the substitution u—>AP, y—*p. Therefore

o = x( Z *%(?))* = Z xaíaGOMíW
\     q / q

= V(U ß°\b,A,p))t     (tEVv,).

Hence

v( n f'Kb, a, p)) = v( n m a;, p)) = o.

We have the base zu ■ ■ ■ , zd for 36 mod 2c(350*). Put z[ =/3_„(z<), l^i^d. Let

Sft2 denote the set of all elements aG^4i[«] =-<42 such that r¡u,y(a)=0 (r¡u,y

= rlf,í)- We know from Lemma 5 that 9î2 is a left ideal in A2. Put

9?lk = 9(2 + Z ¿»(«< - A°(Hi)) + Z ¿»(y* - p(r,))   (o- G IF).
liiSp lSiSr

For any aG^42 let n'/^J^a) denote the value of r)u,y(a) under the substitution

u—>AJ, y—>p. It is clear that VaJ fa) =0 for ciGSÎA* . Moreover we have seen

(see p. 52) that v42 = 9?2+ Ef-i C[u, y]z¡. Hence

A, = $ftl^ +  Z Cz'i.

Therefore for any aG^42 we can choose c,EC such that

a =  Z CiZ.'mod 9?!^

and so

>?Áj,Mfa) =   Z c¿iíÁ;i(1(z!).
lStáá

But, from Lemma 6, r]u,y(zi) =Zi where z-^z is the natural mapping of 36 on

36 = 36/3c(35o*). Hence í?Á*>/) = z< and therefore

?Á£„fa) =   Z CiZi.
láiád

So in particular if r)'A° (a)=0, c¿ = 0, lúiúd, and therefore aG3cÁ"u- This

proves that an element aG^42 belongs to 3cÁ„ if and only if 77Á» (a)=0.

Since 77Á» ( Z«' CiZi) = Z< c»'2»' (ciEC) we conclude that z/, • • • j zr' are

linearly independent over C modulo 3cApr •
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Put 9î'=nffew 3cA*M. We have seen above that ^2 = 5ftAJ)1+Zti £<*<•

Hence dim ^42/9íÁJ =¿ and therefore dim Ai/dt' ¿hd where h is the order of

the Weyl group W. Let r he the natural representation of A2 on Ai/'St'.

Suppose r(b) =0 for some bEAi. Then &z/ GSR'C3cijiM (1 S*á.¿). But in the

notation of Lemma 13

6z,' - Z c«(«i v)zí G 9Î2 C SftÁpV
i

Since ¿>z/ G3Î and c,/m, y)z/ — c-yfAJ^z/ E^Í'aZ   it follows that

Z c¿;(Ap, /a)«i G 3tÁjifl.
y=i

Therefore in view of the linear independence of z/ over C mod 9cAJ we con-

clude that Cij(Aptß) =0, 1 ûi,j^d. But on the other hand

f(T, u, y) = det (TBi} - c{j(u, y)), 1 g i, j g ¿.

Therefore/(r, AJ, p) = P* and

o = »( n m a; p)) = k*") = o.

Hence rib) =0 faG^4i) implies that v(b) is nilpotent. Let Bi be the set of all

elements aG-4i such that r(a) =0. Then it follows that v(Bi) is a two-sided

ideal in v(Ai) all of whose elements are nilpotent. But since v is irreducible the

algebra v(Ai) is simple. Hence v(Bi) = {o}. This shows that t(o) =0 faG^i)

implies v(a) =0.

Let tm denote the natural representation of A i on Ai/$t"¿ ^Ai/Wa*

where 9t"»it = .4in9tAj . Let r0 be the direct sum of tm ioEWJ. It is clear

thatr0(a)=0 faG^4i) if and only if r(a)=0. Therefore it is possible (from

Lemma 14) to choose a aEW such that rM(a) =0 faG^4i) implies i>(a)=0.

Since xa=Xa1' (see [3, Theorem 5]) we may assume without loss of generality

that <r=l.

For any aG-<4i let 0(a) denote the value of a under the substitution y—>p.

We have seen in Lemma 12 that 0 is a homomorphism of ^4i onto ^4(35o). Let

9ca»,m be the set of all 6G-4(35o) such that i7Ap,«fa) =0. Let a he the natural

representation of ¿4(35o) on ¿4(35o)/5Rap,^. Suppose o"(a) =0 faG^4(35o)). Then

a|3_íl(zi)G3tAp^,   l^i^d.   Choose  &G^4i  such  that a = (p(b).  Then (j>(bz')

= aß-ß(Zi) and therefore riAV,ß(4>(bzi)) =0, l^i^d. As we have seen above

this implies that bz[ GScÁp,,», 1 ̂ i^d. Since ^42= Zi-i Cz' +3ciPifl it follows

that bAiE?ÜAp,ß and so t(1)(o) =0 where t(1) is the natural representation of

Ai on Ai/dt'Áfj,. This in its turn implies that v(b) =0. But v(b) =v(<p(b))=v(a).

Hence this proves v(a) =0 whenever <r(a) =0. Since it is obvious that .4(35o)

= 9tA(j,M+3£ the lemma follows.
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Now consider the representation irA$,ß of G on L2(K*) defined by

^v,ß(x)f(v*) = e-"(rt^'.»'))e-(Ap+2p)(fl(x-.,v.))y(l)*^1) ,x <=G,v*E K*).

Put fo(v*) =¿(35o*)x®o*(z'*_1) where xs>o* is the character of the class 35o*-

For any 35Gß let §j> denote the set of those elements in ¡Q=LtiK*) which

transform under tta^.^K) according to 35. Then we know that every element

in Z®£n €>s> is well-behaved (see Lemma 34 of [5]). Let b^>iVA\,,ß(b) faG93)

denote the corresponding representation of 93 defined on Zs>Gn ^® (see

Lemma 9 of [5]). It is obvious that/0G§®0 a°d tad,/i(ï)/o = §©0- Let r be the

left regular representation of K* on £>. Put36 = 36/2c(35o*) and let I—»?(z) (zG36)

denote the corresponding representation of 36 on §d0. Then we have seen in

the proof of Lemma 5 that

TAp^oO/o = T(r]Aitß(a))fo (a E ^4(35o)).

Moreover r(z)fo^O (zG36) unless z = 0. Hence 7rApi(1(a)/o = 0 if and only if

i?Ap.(1(o)=0 faG^4(35o)). Thus the natural representation of ^4(35o) on

/4(35o)/5ftApl(< is equivalent to its representation on §©„ induced under 7Tap,m-

Let M * be the analytic subgroup of K* corresponding to the subalgebra

m0 = fo^(fjí+Z^gí1- (CXa + CX-a)). We know that M* is compact (see

[5, §12]). Let r' be the right regular representation of K* on l£> so that

T'(u*)f(v*)=f(v*u*) (u*, v*EK*;fE$). Let 35¿* be the class dual to 350*.

It is obvious that every element in §®0 transforms under t(K*) according to

35o* and therefore under t'(K*) according to 35Ó*. Let co* be the set of all

equivalence classes of finite-dimensional simple representations of M*. De-

note by b'*, • • • , 5j*all the distinct elements in co* which occur in the reduc-

tion of 35*' with respect to M*. Let £/ be the character of M* corresponding

to Ó]*. Put

E'i = ¿y  f    íy(w*-1)r'(OT*)¿W*
J M*

where ¿y is the degree of any representation in 6'* and the Haar measure

dm* on M* is so normalised that JM'dm* = l. It follows from the theory of

compact groups that £/£/ -6iSEj (Igt, j^s) and / = £//+ • • • +£.'/

(/G §£>„)• We know moreover (see Lemma 37 of [5]) that r'(m*) commutes

with iTAv,ß(x) (m*EM*, xEG). Therefore the subspaces §y = £/§, lújús,

are closed invariant subspaces of § and §s0^ §y = £y §î>0, €>£>o

= Zy-i E/ §£>„. Let a¡ denote the representation of ^4(35o) induced on

£y §©o under XAp,^. From Lemma 14 we conclude that there exists an index

j (say j = l) such that (3) ?(a)=0 whenever o"i(a)=0 faG^4(35o)). We now

drop the index 1 and write £', 5'*, and a instead of £/, ô'*, and ci respec-

(') We recall that v is the representation of A (iDo) on F<rj0.
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tively. Let £,-,-, 1 g i, j S ¿, be the matrix elements of an irreducible unitary

representation of M* in 5'*. Put E'Ji = dfM'^i](m*-1)T'(m*)dm*. Then E'vE'n

= E'a5jk and £'= Zi-i E'u. Put §, = £«^)£0 = ££i£'§3v Then again since

£« commutes with ttap.^x) (xEG), §,- is stable under cr(i4(35o))- Let o-¿ de-

note the representation of ^4(35o) induced on §,-. We conclude once more

that there exists an index i (say i=l) such that v(a) =0 whenever o-ifa) =0

(aG^4(35o)). Since v is irreducible we can find two subspaces Ui, Ut of §i

(UiZ)Ui) which are both stable under 7Tap,^(^4(35o)) and such that the repre-

sentation of A (35o) induced on Ui/ Ut is equivalent to v. Choose an element

/oo in Ui which is not in Ui- Since/ooG£íi€,®0 the space spanned by r'(m*)foo

(m*EM*) is irreducible and transforms according to ¿¡'* under t'(M*). More-

over there exists an element i/'ooG Fc0 (i/'oo?^0) with the property that v(a)\¡/0o

= 0 faG^4(35o)) if and only if 7TAp,M(a)/ooGUi. Let B be the set of those a

G^4(35o) for which v(a)^oo = 0. Then £ is a maximal left ideal in yl(35o).

We shall now prove that irAp,(i(93£)/oo 5¿tap,^(93)/oo- For otherwise /oo

= Zí=i '■"A»,)! (a,&,)/oo where a¿G93, biEB. Consider the natural mapping

&—>&* and the natural representation tt* of 93 on 93* = 93/933c(35o). We know

(see Theorem 1 of [5]) that 93*= Z®Gn ®£> where 93|> is the set of those

elements in 93* which transform according to 35 under 7r*(f). Pick a set of

classes 35i, • • • , 35;vGß (35y^35o, l^j^N) such that a?, Igi&t, are all

contained in 93|>0-r-93|)i+ • • • +93*)^. From Lemma 4 we can choose e'G36

such that w*(e)b* = b* if i*G»s».and Tr*(e)b* = 0 if b*<E%ljt l^j^N. From

this it follows immediately that /oo = TAp,M(^)/oo= Zi=i ^Av,p.(eaibi)foo- More-

over (ea¡)*G93*:B0and therefore ea¿G^4(35o). Since £ is a left ideal in ^4(35o),

eaibiEB. Hence /ooGta».ji(£)/ooC Ui. Since this contradicts our choice of /oo

we conclude that irAp,)1(93£)/oo52Í'rAp,^(93)/oo.

Let Vili be the left ideal consisting of all &G93 for which 7rAp,/,fa)/oo = 0.

Then the above result shows that 93£+?ifi?i93. By Zorn's lemma we can find

a maximal left ideal 5W in 93 containing SßB+Vili. Then TTAp,ß(Vil)foo

?íTAp,p(93)/oo. Let f>' and §" respectively be the closures in § of the linear

spaces 7TAp,,.(93)/oo and TTAt>,ß(Vil)foo- It follows from Theorem 5 of [5] that

§', §" are both invariant under 7rAp,„(G) and §" is maximal in §'. We re-

gard U = §'/£>" as a Hilbert space in the usual way and consider the repre-

sentation 7 of G induced on U under 7rAp,M. Then y is irreducible. Let/*0 de-

note the image of /oo in U under the natural mapping of §' on U. Then f*0

transforms under y(K) according to 35o and therefore it is well-behaved under

7 (see Lemma 34 of [5]). Moreover y(Vil)f0*a = {o}. Let Sx be the set of all

elements of the form z-xfa) (zES). Then BZ)Sx and therefore 3*09321 (35o)

+933x- Moreover since £ is a maximal left ideal in A(T)o), W^(35o) =£.

Hence 2ymQ36 = £n036. Similarly if Vil' is the set of all ¿>G93 such that

ir(b'Woo = 0 then MO932c(350) +933* and ^'nQ36 = £nQ36. Therefore
from Theorem 2, Vil and Vil' are equivalent and so the representations y and

7T are infinitesimally equivalent (see [5, §10]).
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We keep to the above notation. For any 35*Gß* let §£,• denote the set of

those elements in §' which transform under t(K*) according to 35* (r is

the left regular representation of K* on !q=Li(K*)). Then it follows from

the Frobenius reciprocity relation (Weil [7, p. 83]) and our construction of

the element/oo that dim §s>*= (35*:5*)¿(35*) where 5* is the class in w* dual

to 5'* and (35* :ô*) is the number of times 5* occurs in the reduction of 3)*

with respect to M*. Since y and tt are infinitesimally equivalent we get

dim Fdg (35:5)¿(35) (35Gß)- Here 5 is an equivalence class of finite-dimen-

sional simple representations^) of M defined as follows. If a* is a representa-

tion in 5* we define a representation a of class 5 by o(m)=e~"<'r(m))(r*(m*)

(mEM). (35:5) is the number of times 5 occurs in the reduction of 35 with

respect to M (see Lemma 5 of [5]).

In particular since dim F©0>0, (35:5)>0 and so there exists an element

Ir'oGF», such that 7r(Xa)^0 = 0 (a£P_) and ir(Ä)^o=X,(Ä)^o (ffGfir). Here

Xj is the highest(6) weight of 5. Let z be an element in the center S of 93. We

know (Lemma 36 of [3]) that there exists a unique element h in the subalgebra

of 93 generated by (1, fi) such that z — hE Z«GP $$Xa. Since z and h are

both of rank zero it follows easily that z — hE Z«.0Gp+ X-J8Xß

+ Z«GP- ^A^a (see proof of Lemma 9). Therefore if we extend the involu-

tion 0 of g (see §2 of [5]) to an automorphism of 93 we get

Oiz) - 0(A) G  Z   XJbX-t +   Z %xa.
a,jSGP+ oGP-

Hence in the notation of Lemma 11,

Ä(z)) = 0»tt«(*(*))) = ßy(U0(h) + w))

where wE Z«GP- ^Xa. Therefore

T(d(z))to  -   «-(ÉA^WWo.

since tt(X0)^0 = 0 (aEP-)- Let A" be the linear function on fi which coincides

with — (Ap+2p) on fip and with Xj on fit. Similarly let A' be the linear function

which is equal to Ap on fip and to Xs on bj. Then 0(A"+p) =A'+p and one

proves easily(6) that Xa"(z) =Xa'(0(z)). Now it is clear that

Tr(Up(0(h)))*o = XA-(z)^o = XA'(0(s))*o.

Hence 7t(0(z))i/'o = xa'(^(z)),/'o. Since A' is equal to A on f)p we can replace A

by A' in Lemma 15. Moreover A' coincides on fit with the highest weight

Xj of an irreducible class § of M which has the property that dim Fd

^¿(35) (35:5) for any 35Gß. Thus if we denote by co the set of all equivalence

(4) M is the analytic subgroup of K corresponding tonto = fo^(6t+z_,aGp- (CXa + CX-a)).

(6) This means that if X is any other weight of S (X^Xj) then Xj—X>0 (see §2 of [5]).

(6) The proof depends on a calculation very similar to the one made in [3 ] on p. 79.
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classes of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of  M we get the

following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let x be an irreducible quasi-simple representation of 93 on a

vector space V such that some 35oGßf occurs in x. Then there exists a linear

function A on b with the following properties :

(1) xa is the infinitesimal character of x,

(2) A coincides on fit with the highest weight \¡ of some ÔG«,

(3) dim Fs,^¿(35)(35:5) for any 35Gß.
(4) x is infinitesimally equivalent to a representation y of G which is de-

ducibleC) from tap,? where p is a suitable linear function on c.

The above theorem contains some of the results announced in an earlier

note (Theorems 1 and 2 [4(b)]). The fourth assertion of Theorem 2 follows

immediately if we take into account the definition of XAp,,,. For let § =Li(K*)

he the Hubert space introduced above and let 35i, 352 be two classes in ß

which occur in XAp,,,. Let g¿G§S>, (*' = 1, 2) and consider the scalar product

(gi, XAP,,i(x)g2) in §. Then if a bar denotes complex conjugate,

(«i. **A*)gt) =  f   ^(¡?)e-^r(-.-))e-(Ap+2p)W(^,u.))g2(M*_l)aM*
J K*

=  I    gi(w/)e*(r(*'"*,)eA»(A(x'"*))g2(M*)¿íí*
J K'

if we recall that ¿» **.«%>«(*-«•»<*« * (see [5, §ll]). Put

<r?(u*) = e^<r<»>V,(*#) (« EK) ii= 1, 2)

where o\ is some representation 35». Then a,* is a representation of K* which

we may assume to be unitary. The complex conjugates of the matrix coeffi-

cients of a* span the space §$,.. Hence gi is a linear combination of the com-

plex conjugates of these functions. Let £$( be the orthogonal projection of §

on £>£;. Then it follows that the matrix coefficients of £biXap,i.(x)£d2 are

finite linear combinations of functions of the form

f   gi(M,*)^<r(».«'))cAP(ff(».M.))Í2(M*-i)¿M*
J K-

where g» is a matrix coefficient of some representation in 35,*. Since y is de-

ducible from XAp,„ the same holds for the matrix coefficients for E's)lyix)E$>1

where £¿,. is the orthogonal projection of the representation space §' of y

on the subspace §®,. corresponding to 35,- (¿=1, 2). These matrix coefficients

(7) Let a be a representation of G on a Hubert space §. Let $,, ^>2 be two closed invariant

subspaces of ^ such that §i>§2- We regard the factor space $i/$2 as a Hubert space in the

usual way and consider the representation ¡r' of G induced on it under a. Any representation a'

obtained in this fashion is said to be deducible from a (see [4(b)].
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are analytic functions (see [5, §6]) on G and so they are completely de-

termined as soon as we know all their partial derivatives at x= 1. Since y is

infinitesimally equivalent to x, it follows that the values of these derivatives

at x = 1 coincide with the values of the corresponding derivatives of the

coefficients of x(x) computed with respect to suitable bases in F®,- (i=l, 2).

Hence the two sets of matrix coefficients for 7(x) and x(x) are identical as

analytic functions on G. In view of the above result for y the fourth asser-

tion of Theorem 2 of [4(b)] now follows for x.

In particular if a*,a* are both trivial representations of K*,the correspond-

ing matrix coefficient of x(x) is a numerical multiple of/A*e"(r(a:'u*))eA,>(i/(x'*í*))¿M*.

However since the value of this coefficient for x=l is 1 the multiplicative

constant involved must be 1.

Theorem(8) 5. Let x be a quasi-simple irreducible representation of G on

a Banach space 1q. Let 35o be a class in ß which occurs in x and such that ¿(35o) = 1 •

Then dim £>s)0 = l. Choose ^£§3), (i/^O) and let p be the linear function on t

such that ir(X)\p=p(X)\[/ (XEt)- Then there exists a linear function A on b

such that the following conditions are fulfilled:

(1) A coincides with p on fit and xa is the infinitesimal character of x.

(2) 2/£$0 is the canonical projection of £> on §®0 (see [5, §8]) then

£svr(x)<A =  |    íf<r(».-))éA<ff<«.-))áW^ ix EG).

Since ¿(35o) = 1 every representation crG3)o is abelian and therefore cr(f')

= {0}. Hence QoE^If and Theorem 3 is applicable. Choose A in accordance

with Theorem 3. Then dim ^>s)0^¿(35o)(35o:5) ^¿(35o)2 = L Since 35o occurs in

x, it follows that dim §35,,= 1. The remaining statements follow from Theorem

3 and what we have said above.

5. Appendix. The following lemma is frequently useful.

Lemma 16. Let A be an associate algebra with 1 over a field K of character-

istic zero and let xi, • • • , xr (x,^0, 1 ̂ j^r) be a finite number of finite-dimen-

sional irreducible representations of <A no two of which are equivalent. Put s ¡(a)

= sp xy(a), 1 Sji=r (aE<A)- Then the linear functions s\, • • • , sr on <¡A are

linearly independent over K.

Let x be the direct sum of the representations xi, • • ■ , xr. Then <A'

= ir(<A) is a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra. Let 31 y be the kernel of

xy. Since x(a)—>xy(a)(aG<^) is an irreducible representation of zA', 21/

= x(2cy) is a maximal two-sided ideal in <A'. Since <A' is semisimple there

exists a two-sided ideal <A¡ in zA' which is complementary to 3Î/. It is clear

that <A'j is a simple ideal of zA'. Now if k^j, Wk is not equivalent to xy and

therefore 3c* 5^21/. Hence <¡A¡ ̂ zAk' and therefore zA{, ■ ■ ■ , zA{ are distinct

(s) This result was announced in [4(a)],
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minimal ideals in<A'. But<vf' is the direct sum of its simple ideals and there-

fore 21/ D<vf* (ky^j). Choose cyGesuch that x(ey) is the unit element of the

simple algebra zA'¡. Then since x(ey)G3c* fas^j), x*(ey) = 0. On the

other hand x(l— ey)G3c/ and so xy(l—ey)=0. This shows that s*fay)=0 if

k 7aj and syfay) = ¿y where ¿y is the degree of xy. The assertion of the lemma is

now obvious.
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